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FOREWORD 
/ 
This report  presents a s u r v e y  of the performance of the Mercury network for 
the MA-8 mission that \+'as conducted on October 3 ,  13G2. with Commander LValter M. 
Shirr& ;3 astronaut. 
A repor t  of this tylw naturally requires contributions froin many groups,  and it 
is impcssiblc to achno\r.ledge the contributions of all.  
and Evaluation, Schvork Operations, Senvork Engineering. and Data Operations) of the 
Manned Space Flight Sulqort  Division a l l  coolwrated, and in ~ J a r t i c u l a r ,  a substantial 
a m o m t  of information !vas taken f rom the PrcI iminary Sct\vork Performance Report 
on hIA-8 ,  dated October 11, 1368. This reljor.t \vas compiled by Mr. V. F. Cardner  
of the Network Engineering Branch. who ol~taincd much of his infortna!ion from the 
Pos?!zunch 1n;trumcntation Messages that are I)rcparctl hy Ute Sctivork s i t e s  and !+e 
Communications Branch a t  Cotldard. 
The four branches (Procedures 
In addition to  the credi ts  a t  the hcgiiming o f  Sections 1 anti 5 of this report ,  
acknowledgement is also made fbr the contributions by the memorandum "Itcimrt of 
.CADFISS Support for the M A - b  Mission". datctl Octotxr  8 .  prepared by the Data . 
Support Office, GSFC: and by thc Tc-st Results o f  S C G - l ( i l .  dated Scptcmber 11, pk'e- 
pared by the IBM Corporation. 
i h e  reader oi this W p J I - L  may yet t iw i t I i I ~ r c s s i t i i 1  that ~ h c  rraci,iirg neluorh ex- 
perienced nothing but continuous equi1;mcnt malfunctions as cvitlcncctl by the long l is ts  
of problems encountered and i ~ g  the brief reference to the m-ijor sys t ems  that o1,ertltcd 
with outstanding 1)crforiiiancc. 
review critically the network iwrformanee to obtain (as \vas the case for s imi l a r  rep(irts 
of e a r l i e r  flights) an  overall p:rspective of the cy,at)ility and reliance that can he 
placed upon the ground instrumentation. 
encountered, tvithout a great deal of emljhasis on s y s t e m s  that,  according to data avail- 
able at the t ime of repor t  prcparation, appeared to function norinally. 
It is pointctl (iut that thc puri..isc of this l'cl,(Jrt IS to 
Thus, thc rc~iol't  co\'crs ~ 1 1 1  Iino\vn IJrOblCmS 
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The Mcrcury nettvork Ixrforniance \\:is highly succc.sslu1 during the 3lcrcury 
Ihc, counttbvn \vcl i l  estreniciy smooth.  and only one hold \ v a s  en- i l t . l a s -8  mission. 
countered. a I 5 m i n z t c  hold beL.:iusc of ;I r:itl;ir ~~ro l ) l e rn  at the Canary Island site: A t  
thc time of launch, 12: 15: 122. on Oc!ol)er 3 ,  19(;2, all systenis required to  5ul)l)ort the 
flight were oper:ition:il. 
The composite of radar da ta  f rom tne nct\\orIi \ \as excellent and coiii1~;iraI)le 
to MA-6 and A L A - 7 .  
orbits 3 and 6 .  respcctively. but .thc data {vas riot used.by the cotnl.uting center  at 
Goddard S11acc Fli$t CcLntei. (GSFC).  
5 and G .  including onc minute during I<F tJklck(JUt. but the data \vas rclccivcd in unus:ible 
The !W\;i& 2nd \Y:itcrto\vn obtained val id  S-band tr;ick on 
n[he A m c r i c m  Xlarincr obtaincd t rack  on oi.l)its 
f o r m  a t  GSFC, \VhiIc the c:iIisulL‘ beacons \\ere o f f .  no nc:tvork station obtained t r ack ,  
but the Sike Lcus a t  \\'bite S,Lntls 2nd the Trinidad radar  both s k i n  tracked the calisule. 
The command subsystem CJl)Cr:ltcd in a satisfactory manner durin: the mission. 
No command failures ivere rccordetl. and only the R- and L-CAL [unctions were  scti;t. 
Throughout the mission the comlJuting system a t  CSFC was able to  use the nct- 
work data to supply re:il-time tligit:il disI)Iay and plot1)oa-d ink~rma t ion  to the Mercury 
Control Center Q!CC) at C:IIW Cnnnvcr: i l .  
f rom early network data 2nd SUj,[Jlicd real-time acquisition da ta  to aii si tes .  
t i m e  was computed by using :t 32-dc.gree pitch, ze ro  roll, and ze ro  yaw att i tudes,cap- 
s u l e  weight as adfusted in accordance l v i th  the use of consumables.  and nomina’ del ta  
velocity from the re t ro  rockets. 
and an uncomp1ic:ited recovery. 
The computers quickly cst:iblishcd the orb i t  
i<ctrui’lre 
, 
The net resul t  was an excellent impact  prediction 
The automatic acquisition aid subsystem performed as expected du r in3  tho 
mission, although multipath continued tu he a prublem ut loiv elevation angles,. 
The telemetry subsystem performance {vas considered good throughout the 
mission. 
p r imary  potver a t  California during the fifth orbi t  \vas the only major  problem. 
General-ly. aI; s i t e s  received signai from horizon t o  horizon. A failure of 
This 
failure disabled ieicrllclr.y i-eui).jVeiS during ;his i;zs5, Szc ‘.‘ichr?!zs !s!xncJ nr_.!in~; 
in a backup capaLity supplied California with telemetry data. 
The timing system around the network performed q u i t e  satisfactorily. Data  
s e r i a l  decimal tim? and t ime monitoring capaf)ilities \vere quite adequ:ite throughout the 
mission. 
The performance of the ground .\/G communications ccluiI’ment can  be considcred 
satisfactory although the qunlity of the .A/G reception varied bcttveen poor  and good. 
cornilarison of the [IF and [:[IF transmissions s h o \ v  that the UHF \vas the be t te r  of the  
two subsystems.  The pair-cr failure a t  California also disabled A/G reception dur ing  
A 
V 
the fifth pass ,  -requiring the CapCom to t ransmit  in the blind. 
naut was confirmed when !he time-of-retiofire display changed in resyonsc to th? 
CapCom's request. 
Rece1)tion by the  as t ro-  
Considering the poor propagation fcrccast  for the period of the mission, network 
, ,  ground communications were aclequatc. 
were  noted, and the majority of outages were caused by propagation. 
primarily affected communications tc 105, PCS, H T V ,  \\.'AT and DJIP. 
however, the voice and TTY circui ts  irere in  and useable. 
Very few communications equiiiment problems 
These problems 
\\.'hen needed, 
The overal l  performance of the JIercury network during the 1IX-8 mission was 
considered very good. Some problems t v e w  st i l l  encountered. as \vas the case for  
MA-?. but none was of sufficient magnitude to hinder the performance of thc nthvork. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The major  functions of 'he Mercury network for the MA-8 mission were  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
To provide ground rada 
the data to :he comp,iters a t  Goddard Space Flight C e n b r  :GSFC). 
To provide !aunch 
display data transmitted ;- 
Canave ral. 
To provide real-t ime te lcmeiry di, olay data -at the s i t e s  for flight control 
purposes. 
To provide capability at various s i t e s  ior back-up of crit ical  spacecraf t  
control functions. 
To provide voice commuilications between the g-ound stations and the 
spacecraf t  and voice and teletype commuhications between the remote 
sites and MCC. 
tracking of the spacecraf t  and t ransmission of 
, .  
.. v. *;.tal computing during the flight with real-t ime 
' e  Mercury Control Center (3ICC) a t  Cape 
Since the MA-8 mission w a s  tc;keduled 1s &orbits ra ther  than 3-orbits,  as was 
the case for the two p r i o r  orbital  missions,  recovery was planned for  an area in the 
Pacific Ocean. Consistent with this plan. three additional ships w e r e  assigned to and 
n-?r*iripztpr! in tht. h7.4-H. r-' - - - -  
USNS Watertown 
0 USNS Huntsville 
0 USAS American Mariner 
The positions of these ships for the MA-8 are shown in Figure 1. The job of integrating 
these ships  int3 the Mercurv network presented many problems,  which are discussed in 
later sections of  this:publication. Also, s ince the astronaut  would have no ground con- 
tact between Guaymas and the Indian Ocean Ship on the-fifth and sixth orbit if the network 
were  not modified, an air/ground relay was established at the Quito. Equador, Minitrack 
site.  
This report  discusses  the configuration and the performance of the Mercury net- 
work for the MA-8  mission of October 3 ,  1962. The locations of the s i t e s ,  the ground 
paths of the six orb i t s ,  and other pertinent data are shown in Figure 1. 
equipments available at each s i t e  a r e  l isted in Table 1. 
The various 
1 
TABLE 1. EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE AT MERCURY SITES 
I '  
L) 
2 
X 
Cape Canavera l  (CNV & MCC) 
Grand M a m a  (CBI) 
San Salvador (SI) 
Grand Turk  GTI, 
3 2  
c -  .- 
L V l d  
E .s x ? S a  
x x x  
x x x  
X 
x x x  
x x x  
x x x  
x x  
x x  
x x  
x x x  
x 
X 
X 
X 
I "  
Bermuda (BDA) . 
Grand Canary  Island (CYI) 
Kauo, Nigeria (KNO) 
Zanzibar  (ZZB) 
Imhan Ocean Ship (10s) 
Muchea. Australia (MUC) 
W w m e r a .  Australia (&-OM) 
mciiic sh ip  (PCS) 
Canton b l a n d  (CTN 
Kauai Island. Hawaii (HAW) 
Pt. Arguello. Calif. (CAL) 
Guaymas .  Mexico (GYM) 
White Sands ,  N. M. FVHS) 
Corpus Chris t i ,  TexaJ (TEX) 
Eglin,  F lor ida  (ECL) 
__ - - - - -. - - 
~~~ - -  
Wallops Is; Demon. Site OVLP) 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC) 
-~ -
Facili ty is remoted to CNV 
* *  MPQ-31 
*** Re-transmitted thru P. A. F. B. 
- H
J 
- 
X 
I* 
+I*  
I+* 
- 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Cor 
E 
r 
z 
< b €  z . 5  
< E  
- 
g g  
x x  
X 
X 
X 
x x  
x x  
x x  
x x  
m. x 
sic€ 
- 
709 
I thru 4 
thru 4 
I thru 4 
I thru 4 
I B r u  4 
L and 2 
1 and 2 
l a n d 2  
2 thru 6 
1 thru 3 
1 and 2 
hand 6 
l a n d 2  
2 thru 5 
1 thru 5 
I tbru 5 
l t h r U 5  
l t h r u 5  
1 thru 4 
-- 
NOTE: 
mission: 
In addition to these  usual \!?rcury s i t e s .  s eve ra l  other s ta t ions  participated in the SLk-6 
USNS Watertown (M'T?i) - S-band radar t rackmg ship 
USNS Huntsville (HTV) - S-band radar tracking ship 
USAS American  Mar iner  (DJIP) - C-band r a h r  traching s h i p  
PMX Range Tracke r -  remote si te functions 
q i t o .  Equador, Minitrach Station - air-ground relay 
2 
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radioed information (telemetry) 
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Figure 1. Mercury Netivork and Orbit Chart 
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2. NETWORK STATUS 
2 . 1  NETWORK SCHEDULE FOR hM-8 
The MA-8 was f i r s t  scheduled for launch on September 28, 1962. Because of a 
se lec tor  valve malfunction in the capsule's attitude c m t r o l  s y s t e m ,  the flight was re- 
scheduled for October 3 ,  1962. 
Listed below is the KCG (Network Control Group) schedule that was followed to  
p repa re  the network for the MA-8 mission: 
Date Test No. Test Description -
Tues., Sept. 25 NCG- 139 Data Path Test 
NCG-600 One Day Mission Simulation 
W e d . ,  Sept. 26 NCG-600 Continuation of One-Day 
Thur., Sept. 27 NCG- 199 Data Path Test 
Mission Simulation 
Fri., Sept. 28 NCG-462 E Normal Mission Simulation 
(Short Count) 
Sat. sep?. 29 NCG-462D Detailed Sys tems Tes t  
Sm., Sept. 30 NCG-462C Maintenance 
M e n . ,  Oct. 1 NCG-462B Miss ion Simulation 
{Fdl Count) 
Tues., Oct. 2 NCG-462A Split Countdown and Patch 
Check 
Wed., Oct. 3 NCG-462 MA-8 Mission 
Liftoff occurred at 12: 13: 122 In  C)ctober 3, 1962, which was only 15 minutes 
and 12 seconds a f t e r  scheduled launch time. ("Z" used;zfter a t ime re ference  denotes 
. Greenwich Mean Time. ) 
? 
2 . 2  PREMISSION NETLVORK EQUIPMENT STATUS 
Listed below are equipment status repor t s  for  the Mercury network, s ta r t ing  
with Scptember 25 and ending with the mission day. 
("red" signifies that the equipment is nonoperational, as opposed to i r e e n ,  which indi- 
Only red conditions are reported 
cates the equipment i s  operational). 
Date Station E qu i r; rn e n t -
Sept. 25 MCC Command 
. 
BDA A/G 
Command 
Telemetry 
Problem 
Defective tone keyer  in channel 
15. sys t em B. of Bermuda tone 
remoting sys!em. 90 E T 0  (esti-  
mated t ime  of operation). 
Low sensitivity in one €IF re- 
ceiver .  E T 0  1300.Z. Sept. 2 5 .  
Defect in the emergency voice 
modulator amplif ier .  E T 0  
13002, Sept. 2 5 .  
Bad diode in the events  buffer. 
E T 0  1 0 4 5 L .  Sept. 2 5 .  
5 
Date Station 
KNO 
Equipment 
H F  Pt. to Pt. 
10s 
WOM 
CTN 
HA w 
CA L 
Tc let y pe 
Timing 
FPS-16 
Te lem et r y 
Command 
Command 
WHS FPS- 16 
DM P 
Sept. 26 MCC 
KNO 
10s 
CTN 
CAL 
WHS 
DMP 
Sept. 27 CNV 
Acquisition 
Data Processing 
Command 
Teletype 
Tim ing 
Telemetry 
Corn mand 
FPS-16 
Data Processing 
FPS- 16 
Acq Aid 
Problem ____- 
Defect in standby t ransmit ter .  
E T 0  1 2 O O % ,  Sept. 25. 
Installation of E1 527 
Defective G E T  clock. No E T 0  
Drift in azimuth Servo system. 
E T 0  1115L. Scpt. 2 5 .  
Defect in the indicating synchro  
of the "T' antenna sys tem.  E T 0  
Sept. 26. 
Defective t ransmit ter .  Parts on 
hand. E T 0  12002. Sept. 25. 
Burned out bias  voltmeter for the 
240D amplifier.  Backup equip- 
ment  available. E T 0  PSOOL, 
Sept. 25. 
Defective klystron in the para-  
met r ic  amplifier.  Site is able 
to support mission. but with re- 
duced s k i n  t rack capability. ET0 
23002. Sept. 26. 
Defective phasing nemorks  in 
irse-cross antenna. Station w i i i  
t rack  on TLM-LO for the mission 
because TLM-HI has no crystals. 
Defect in prcgram. 
Defective tone keyer s t i l l  red  as 
reported on 25th. 
Still red for instdlat ion of E1 527. 
E T 0  1200L.  Sept. 27. 
GET clock s t i l l  defective. Site 
capable of supporting m i s s  ion. 
Indicating synchro s t i l l  red. Site 
able to support  mission. 
Defective vol tmeter  as reported 
on 2 S t i ~ .  
Defective klystron as reported 
on 25th. 
Defect in program as reyortcd 
on 25th. 
Defect in the 32K-yard identifi- 
a t i o n  mode. E T 0  Sept. 28. 
Able to support  mission. 
Defective potentiometer in TLM- 
IS. which caused bad elevation 
data from Tel 11. Site able td 
support  mission. E T 0  Oct. 1. 
E T 0  Sept. 25. 
6 
Date - Problem 
m f e c t i v g  tone keyer  as reported 
on 25th. 
Prcventative maintenance. ET0  
Still red for installatior. of E1 
527. E T 0  15302,  Seyt. 27. 
Low threshold in the B-1 re- 
ceiver.  E T 0  13002, 8ept. 29. 
21002. Sept. 2 9 .  
Equipment 
Command 
Station 
M C C  
BDA Timing 
KNO Teletype 
WOM Telemetry 
Telemetry Indicating synchro s t i l l  defective 
as reported on 25th. E T 0  Oct. 1. 
Able to support mission. 
Defective voltmeter as reported 
on 25th. Required meter  on 
emergency requ i s it ion. 
2300%, Sept. 27. Backup equip- 
men t ava i la Me. 
Uyst ron  sti!l defective as reported 
on 25th. E T 0  23300L, Sept. 28. 
htermi t tcn t  trouble in t ransmit ter .  
N o  ETO. 
Defective mas ter  oscil lator in the 
I5uEG SSB receiver. E T 0  193UL.  
Sept. 28. 
Reprogramming as reported on 
25th. 
Identification t ransfer  m,idc st i l  I 
defective 3s reported on 17th. 
ETOu42UL. Sept. 29. 
Potentiometer s t i l l  defective as 
reported on 27th. E T 0  Oct. 2 .  
Tone keyer s t i l l  defective as  re- 
ported on 25th. No ET@. Able 
to support. 
Boresight Cable problems. . ET0 
16002, Sept. 28. 
Still red for E1 527. 
L0:v threshold in B-1 receiver as 
reported on 27th. E T 0  1300%, 
Sept. 29. 
Indicating synchro s t i l l  defective 
as reported on 25th. 
Defective voltmcter as reported 
on 23th. 
E T 0  
. 
CTN 
CA L Command 
FPS-16 WHS 
WTN 
H TV 
Ship/Shore 
Comm. 
Ship/Shore 
Corn m . 
DMP 
CNV 
Data Processing 
Sept. 28 FPS- 16 
Acq Aid 
MCC Com m and 
BDA Verlort 
Teletype 
Telemetry 
KNO 
w OM 
Te le m e t ry  
Command 
F-PS- 16 
CTN 
CA L 
WHS Klystron s t i l l  defective as re- 
ported on 25th. E T 0  93JUZ. 
Oct. 2. 
Date -
Sept. 29 
Station 
WTN 
H TV 
Dhl P 
CNV 
Sept. 30 
MCC 
KNO 
10s 
CTN 
CA L 
GYM 
WHS 
WTN 
HTV 
DM P 
CNV 
hICC 
10s 
MUC 
WOM 
CTN 
CA L 
Equ ip m e n t 
Te le t ype 
Sh ip/Sho re 
Comm. 
Dab Proccssing 
Timing 
Telemetry 
FPS- 16 
Acq Aid 
Command 
Teletype 
Telemetry 
Telernet rv 
Command 
' Timing 
FPS- 16 
Teletype 
Ship/Shore 
Comm. 
Dab Processing 
FPS- 16 
Command 
Tele m e t ry 
Timing 
Telemc t r y  
Te le In e t  r y 
Command 
8 
Problem 
T2letype red. E T 0  Scpt. 29. 
Defective oscil lator as reported 
on 27th. E T 0  Sept. 29. 
Rcprograinrnirl;< as rcportctl on 
25th. ETOOct. 2. 
Poiver fluctuating. E T 0  IUJVZ.  
Sept. 29. 
Pcwer fiuctuations in the decom- 
mutator. E T 0  IGOIJZ, Scpt. 29. 
Iden ti f ica t ion t ram fe r m( ) tlc s ti 11 
defective. E T 0  l G W Z ,  %lJt. 29. 
Potentlo me tc r st i l l  defective. 
E T 0  Oct. 2. 
Tone keyer st i l l  defective. 
Still red for E1 327. 
Defective r a t e  servo in the decom- 
mutator. N o  ETO, hut abte to 
support mission, i f  there are no 
missing pulses  in the PAM uave 
train. 
Indicating synchro still t!efc'c!!ve 
as reported on 25th. 
Defective voltmeter. E T 0  2300L,  
Sept. 29. 
Defect in Hermes oscillator. E T 0  
17002, Sept. 30. 
Klystron sti l l  defective. Rcplace- 
ment  due Oct. 1. 
Still red as reportcd on 28th. 
Defective osci1la:or as reported 
on 27th. 
Rep rogram m ing . 
Identification !ransffPr m.?c!c .;ti!! . 
defective. 
Tone keycr s t i l l  tlefcctive. 
Defective rate s e rvo  as reported 
OF 29th. 
2iIission clock out of calibration. 
Low threshold in B-1 receiver a s  
reported on 27th. E T 0  U83OZ, 
Oct. 2. 
Indicating synchro sti l l  defective. 
Voltmeter st i l l  defective. 
Problem Date Station Equipment -
Comm. Marginal UHF receiver. E T 0  Oct. 1. 
Oct. 2 CNV FPS- 16 Identification t ransfer  mode s t i l l  
' defective. E T 0  14452. Okt. 2 .  
Able to support mission. 
Frozen s l ip  rings and severedcon-  Optical ICOR 
(PAFB) nectors .  E T 0  11002. Oct. 3. 
MCC Command Tone keyer  s t i l l  defective. Able 
CY1 Telemetry Recorder  input meter  s t i l l  defec- 
to support  mission. 
tive. E T 0  Oct. 7. Able to sup- 
po r t  with substi tute meter .  
PCS HF Pt. to Pt. Defect in t ransmi t te r  No. 2 .  No 
ETO, but ab!e to support mission. 
CA L Com mand Meter  s t i l l  defective as reported 
on 25th. E T 0  19002, Oct. 3. 
Able to support mission with sub- 
s t i tute  meter .  
Clct. 3 MCC Command Tone keyer  s t i l l  defective. Able 
(Mission to support  mission. 
Day) 
9DA Ve r!ort .4zin?uL! amplidyne overlead pmb- 
T-. i U U ~ J ~ C  . . ! . T  L i c ~ i - c d  I i i i  L b i  u 
minutes. 
failed and segment  81 !vas patched 
to s p a r e  channel No. 4. 
E T 0  Oct. 7. Able to  support 
mission with substi tute meter .  
Defective d r ive r  unit tvent red a t  
0840L. Substitution of spare unit 
re turned equipment to grecn status 
. at 11362. This malfunction caused 
a 15 minute hold a t  T-43. 
Telemetry Aeromed Sanborn channel No. 1 
CY1 Telemetry Recorder  input meter  defective. 
Verlort 
2 .3  GROI~ND EQUIPXIEXT ~ u L Y C s ; C T i O N S  DURiXG LAEXCH Ah% ORBITAL PKiSE: 
Station Orbit Equipment Malfunction 
CLW/ Al l  6 Command * Tone keyer for channel 15,  sys tem B.  
hiCC orbi ts  of the BDA remoting system out of 
. specs. Able to support mission. 
(Prelaunch condition). 
GTI 1 Telemetry There  was a low level signal to the 
subcable. This w a s  caused by an 
open circui t  feeding the subcable a t  
the telemetry building. The open 
circui t  uas  created by a lack of 
ground on thc telemetry patch panel 
feeding the cable. 
10 
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. -  Station Orbit Equipment Malfunction 
BDA 1 Display Aeromed Sanborn recorder  calibra- 
tion drifted due to defective cooling 
fan. 
orbit. 
1 Verlort Sad  output tube h Verlor t  coder 
caused the C-band beacon to count 
down excessively. Tube replaced 
p r io r  to S ~ C O I A  orbit. 
Fan replaced pr ior  to second 
1 Timing 
. 
CY1 
2 
A 4  11 
Telemetry 
A i r /C round 
CYI  
ZZB 
WOM 
WAT 
C TN 
HAW 
All 
1 
2 
5 
All 
2 
2 
3 
Telemetry 
Telemetry 
Telemetry 
Radar 
A i r /G round 
Telemetry 
A i r / /G round 
Telemetry 
Control room CMT clock tens-of- 
minutes digit No. 2 failed. It was  nec- 
e s s a r y  to adjust  a relay to cor rec t  
this situation. 
Sanborn r eco rde r  a t  Town Hill tore  
paper;  approximately 20 seconds of 
data lost. 
UHF No. 2 receiver ACC voltage 
dropped, affecting calibration but did 
not affect reception. 
an at tempt  w m  made to determ1n.e the 
cause for this problem; howcver, this 
condition could not be made to reappear. 
Bad A m p s  recorder  inpiit meter .  Able 
tu support  using VTVRI (preiaunch con- 
dition). 
Decom power supply No. 2 blew a DC 
output line fuse. Replaced immediately. 
Decom power supply overheated. Shut 
down for cooling and returned to serv ice  
p r io r  to third orbit. 
Power fai lure  a t  1921L. System re- 
turned to operation a t  19233L. 
A!G intercom- loop failed at the flight 
control ler’s  console during pass. 
Position worked f ine both pr ior  to ac-  
quisition and af te r  LOS. Unable to de-  
termirre C 2 ’ E P  rir?ce the ccr?di?ie.? CLY- 
not be duplicated. 
Recorder  No. 1 suppiy ree l  binding-- 
paper  broke. 
U H F  signal strength not reccrded dze 
to relay failure.  
Low output out of receiver  B1 occurred 
between the pre-pass  and the postpass . 
calibration. The local oscillator 
doubler tube was replaced, and the 
receiver output returned to normal. 
The d a h w r c  not affected by t h i s  mal- 
function. 
After the mission 
’ 
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a 
Date Station -
WHS 
DMP 
oct. 1 CNV 
MCC 
BDA 
CY1 
ZZB 
10s 
CTN 
CAL 
GYM 
WHS 
H T V  
Equipment 
FPS- 16 
Data Processing 
Acq Aid 
FPS- 16 
7090 Computer 
Command 
Command 
Timing 
Tone Remoting 
Telemetry 
A/C 
Telemetry 
Telemetry 
Telemetry 
Command 
FPS- 16 
Te Iern et r y 
Verlort 
FPS- 16 
SPQ-8 
Problem 
Klystron still defective. 
Reprogrzmming. E T 0  Oct. 2. ' 
Low sensitivity. E T 0  Oct. 2. 
Identification t ransfer  mode s t i l l  
defective. 
Loading problems. E T 0  1700Z, 
Oct. 1. 
Tone keyer s t i l l  defective. 
Low drive from standby FRW-2 
t ransmi t te r  to the 240D amplifier. 
ETO21002,  Oct. 1. 
Defective control room GET clock. 
ET0 Oct. 2. 
Defect in channel 16 of system B. 
E T 0  10002, Oct. 1. 
Defective Ampex r eco rde r  input 
meter .  E T 0  Oct. 7. Site able 
to support  mission by usmg VTVM 
in place of defective meter .  
No high voltage for the U H F  mas te r  
t ra rmmtter .  ET0 10002, 0i.L 1. 
Incorrect GET clock readout. E T 0  
15002. Oct. 1. 
Playback p r d e r n s  in the Ampex 
recorder .  E T 0  12OOZ. Oct. 1. 
Indicating synchro s t i l l  defective. 
ETOSOOL,  Oct. 1. Able t o s u p -  . 
port  miss  ion. 
Defective meter  as reported on 
25th. ETOOct.  1. 
Transmit-receive tube defective. 
ETO09302,  Oct. 1. 
the azimuth s e r v o  positioning 
system of the T S C antenna. ET0  
1230L, Oct. 1. 
M a s t e r  power supply trouble. E T 0  
1230L,  Oct. I.  
Klystron s t i l l  defective. E T 0  
24002, Oct. 2. 
Inoperative relay (K6375) in the 
range power supply meter  panel. 
E T 0  Oct. 1. 
kite rmittent modulator t r igger .  
E T 0  Oct. 1. 
E ~ f ~ c t i q ~ e  CQR:~G! t i k i S f O 1  iriec in 
9 
. 
Station _I Orbit Equipment 
3 A ir/Ground 
4 Radar 
. 4 & 5  Air/Cround 
. CAL 1.2,3,4 Air/Cround 
5 Telemetry 
5 
GYM 1& 2 
Air/Cround 
Telemetry 
3 Radar 
4 Acq. Aid 
2.4 MODIFICATION B R I E F I S G  REPORT 
Malfunction 
UHF signal strength not recorded due 
to re lay failure. 
Sensitivity pot in FPS-16 Stnhorn re- 
corder  failed. 
UHF signal strength not recorded due 
to re lay failure. 
Pen No. 5 in Sanborn recorder  No. 1 
noisy due to  noisy cable. UHF No. 1 
was patched to pen No, 8, and H F  No. 
2 patched to pen No. 5. 
Acquisition roininand bus failed to 
t ransfer  to FPS-16 due to trouble with 
FPS-16 manual lock-on circuit  in nWCQ. 
Alternate method employed for  duration 
of mission. An investigation of this 
problem revealed a bad tube in the D. C. 
amp1 if ie r. 
Power failure at te lemetry rece iver  s i t e  
at 19522. A shor t  circuit  in a power 
t ransformer  was caused by r:inge per -  
sonnel working on .4/G equipment with- 
out knowledge of Mercury personnel. 
P,--cr?t.-.. Ui .I_ L ...Vi ,. "1.'.P? ._ .  ~. '?T" -. . . . . ~ ,,n - r ,  h,,t Oi?-<.,, it  -.. - ....
breakers  would not s tay in because of 
overheated coils.  Commercial  power 
came back a t  2004L. 
up w a j  obtained from San Nicolas Island's 
TLM-18 system. 
The power failure discussed above also 
knocked out A/G receivers .  
Faulty decom operation prevented valid 
data from being displayed. After the 
decom was adjusted the problem was 
resolved. 
12-usec rese t  gate malfunction. Re- 
placement of tube V 33il .1 and necessary 
Tracked on s ide  lobe. 
Telemetry back- 
re&Jus~T,en+G eorrec:ed t\is si:un:ic.-* 
The Pro jec t  Mercury 1Iodi:ication Briefing Report i s  used to control and ref lect  
the readiness  of the Mercury nehvork \vith respect to equipment modifications. As 
indiczted in Table 2 ,  a l l  Engineering Instruction ( E n  modificntions required for the 
MA-8 (these are classified as red sb tus  EI ' s )  had been complcted by a l l  applicable s i t e s  
p r i o r  to miss ion  day. The remaining modifications (green status El's )  were of a lesser 
nature ,  and installation was not required for the MA-8. 
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3. INSTRUMENTATIO~ EVALUATION 
This section briefly describes the var ious subsystems (except the ground 
communication.: and coinputer systems)  that make up the network configuration and 
descr ibes  the Performance of these subsystems for the MA-8. The ground com- 
munication system and the computer sys tem are respectively discussed in the follow- 
ing two sections.  
s iveness .  
These two systems arc t rea ted  separately because of their  exten- 
A11 sys tems required for  mission support  were  operational a t  liftoff. How- 
e v e r  a Canary Island Verlor t  radar problem, which !vas discussed in the preceding 
sect ion,  did cause 3 fifteen-minute hold in the count. 
were  present  during the mission did not mater ia l ly  affect flight monitoring, flight 
control ,  or acquisition of data. 
network was excellent. 
California was the only malfunction that caused some concern. 
ceived the transmission made in the blind by the CAL CapCom. 
3.1 RADAR TRACKING AhiD ACQUISITION 
3.1. 1 Introduction 
The nehvork malfunctions that 
Generally, the overal l  performance of the Mercury 
Fower loss  for the A/G receivers  during the fifth pass  a t  
The astronaut  re- 
lko principal types of tracking r ada r s  are uscd in the Mercury ground range: 
The FPS-16 is a C-band tracking r ada r  with the AN/FPS-16 and the Verlort radars. 
a 12-foot dish. 
approximately 1.2 degrees. 
S-band or  Verlort radar  is a very long range tracking r ada r  with a LO-foot dish. 
operates on + frequericy of 2800-3000 >IC and has  a beamwidth of approximately 
2 . 5  degrees, ' The redundancy provided by these r ada r  sys t ems  provides the com- 
puters with sufficient data to determine the orbi t  if one of the beacons should fail. 
It operates on a frequency of 5300-5900 >IC and has a beamwidth of 
It i s  the most  accura te  of the tracking devices. The 
It 
The active acquisition aid uscs a quadhelix antenna with a broad beamwidth 
of 20 degrees. 
=quires iiie krgei before e i iher  oi iiie radars .  
It operates a t  telemetry frequencies (215-265 SIC), and normally 
The acquisition capability is most c r i t i ca l  at s i tes  with FPS-16 r ada r  s ince 
the narrow beamwidth of this radar  requires  prec ise  pointing information to enable 
it to locate the target. . Once the radar has acquired the spacecraf t ,  the r ada r  sys tem 
begins automatic t rack and does not require additional acquisition ass i s tance  unless 
the tracking is interruptcd. 
3.1.2 Acquis?ion Aid Performance 
At low elevation angles, the acquisition aid sys tem experienced multipath 
O h e n v i s e ,  the acquisition aid s u b -  problems as happened on previous missions. 
sys tem performed exceptionally \vel1 a t  a l l  s i t e s .  
16 
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3. 1.3 Radar Pcriormance 
The radar  netivork fulfilled the support requirements atlequately. and the 
computer w a s  provided w i t h  s u f f i c i e n t  data iwints to a s su re  capsule location infor- 
mation during the course of the qwration. 
second o'rbit, and they \\ere reactivated for part  of the third orbit .  
were again off during the fourth and part of the fifth orbit. 
the capsulc were unsuccessful. 
noted a f t e r  the down periods. 
provide coverage information for the C-band and S-band radars. 
is included in the CiKure for comparison. 
from normal performance are listed below. in s i te  sequence. 
The Ixacons \\-ere turned off after the 
The tieacons 
Efforts to s k i n  t r x h  
210 degradation of either C -  o r  S-hand beacons were 
Table 3 arid Figure '2 (at end of this mai'n section) 
MA-7 coverage 
Pertinent facts concerning dq ia r tu re  
- CNV (FPS-l6)-On orbit  1 the r ada r  acquired the  target and tracked well 
within the expected performance standards. A missing hit in the digital data train 
in the Milgo 1002 \v%s not corrected until the las t  90 seconds of track. 
then acceptable to the computer. 
Data \vas 
BDA (FPS-l6)-C)n orbit  1 t!!e track was good and the computer accepted all 
of the data points. 
lation of the beacon return. 
cepted most of the data points. 
mid-pass of this orbit to determine if there  would be any degradation of radar  per -  
formance - none  vas noted. 
The Ma0 supervisor reported severe  cases  of amplitude modu- 
The track on orbit 2 *sas good, anc! the computer ac -  
The radar paramet r ic  amplifier \vas turned off a t  
BDA (Ver1ort)-On orbit  1 the radar acquired and tracked for 16 seconds and 
then lost  track because-of phasing difficulties. The beacon was reacquired 7 seconds 
Track was again 'later; it remained in automatic track for 1 minutes and 53 seconds. 
' lost 5 seconds later.  The radar  remained in automatic track until 1.0s. 43 seconds 
Count later.  
down o f  the beacon return signal was also causing trouble. 
of RV352 corr::tcd the trouble, 
This is the 'f irst  operation that this problem h a s  been experienced. 
Replacement of V35205 
On orbit  2 phasing trouhles again caused loss of t rack for six seconds. 
Rabbits from the MPQ-31 apparently caused the problem. 
observed on this pass also. 
Beacon count doivn "3s 
. .  - CYI (Verlort)-On orbit  1 the signal had to be reacquired once during the pass.  
The $I&O supervisor reported that the loss of track was caused by refraction of the 
beacon signal. 
- h1UC (Verlort)-On orbit  1 sigyl losses ivcre noted on three occasions. The 
M&O supervisor reported that signal losses were probably caused by high wind 
conditions. 
and 6.seconds of data available during the pass. 
me overall t r a c k w a s  good on this pass.  The computer had 8 minutes 
17 
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On orbit  2 the radar signal had some severe  fades during the pass.  
the fades corresponded to changes in pitch and yaw of the capsule,  as indicated by 
the TLM.records. 
Some of 
The r ada r  performance was good during this pass .  
On orbit 3 the radar support was very good. 'Ihe radar rerr'ained slaved to 
the acquisition bus until the operators \rere instructed to interrogate the hcacon. 
Over s ix  minutes of data were available to the computer. 
WOM (FPS-l6)-0n orbit 1 the radar  e?<perinnced heavier modulation on the 
The IRACQ lost  track but beacon signal than was noted on e i t h e r  >M-6 o r  MA-7. 
reacquired from the acquisition aid b u s .  
On orbit 2 the modulstion bras not as apparent as it was on the f i r s t  pass. 
The overall  pass  appeared to be of t h e  s a m e  quality as that of pass 1. 
On orbit  3 the radar tracked well. and the track was used as a practice sap-  
port operation since the capsule \vas a::vays at a greater  distance than 5OU m i l e s .  
- HAW (FPS-l6)-On orbit  2 beacon interference u a s  noted. Station 1)crsonnel 
The beacon sibma1 drol)iwd out felt that it was caused by the P>IR Range Tracker.  
near PCA (point of closest  approach), and no track was obtained at PC.4 
On orbit  3 the track was better than on the previous pass. Although the signal 
xs ..*;ezkrr, trapk was so!id and no dropouts were t?:<jici.ienccd. 
On orbit 5,  track w a s  made in the second range interval. 'The radar track 
w a s  good. 
- HAW (Ver1ort)-On orbit  2 the radar  acquired the target a t  a grcatcr rmgc  
than w a s  predicted from the acquisition messag?. The track on this orhit  [vas solid. 
Scvcral bcacun signal drop- On orbit 3 acquisition of the target was normal. 
outs were noted a f t e r  PCA. 
the signal. 
E a r l y  1.0s was Laused hy a mountain peak which obstructed 
On orbit 5 .  the h e x o n  was solid. Early LOS itas caused by a mountain peak 
which obstructed the bcacon sipnsi. 
C& (FPS-l6)-On orbit  1 the ratlar espcricnccd troublc in  acquiring the beacon 
signal. 
wag cleared by recycling the I L I C Q .  During this [)ass, h e a v y  radar intcrfercncc . 
caused loss of automatic track. The azimuth and elevation channels of the  Sd :o rn  
recorder  could not be calibrated accurateIy due to heavy fog and high wind, causing 
achange in  the indicated lock-on point. ?io PCA \vas determined on this pas5 since 
auto-track w a s  not achieved until after PCA time. 
Tht: acquisition command hiis nould not transfer to the FPS- iG. Tii;- iToUb!e 
On orbit  2 the acquisiiion command circuit  again failed to t ransfer  to the 
FPS-16. 
the trouble. 
It was found that the FPS-16 manual lock circuit  on t h e  I W C Q  u'as causing 
Since the condition could nut be corrected in time for orbit  3 .  an  
19 
alternate method w a s  used for the balance of the mission. 
sule w a s  acquired after PCA. 
During this 1 ) ~ ~ s  the cap- 
On orbit 3 there were no problems in  acquisition comm:ind t r ans fe r ,  hut the 
beacons were turned off p r io r  to PCA. A s k i n  track \ \as a;kIniJtc(l. but no skin re- 
turn w a s  observed a t  the tadar .  
On orbit 5,  a heavy base line on the beacon signal \is observed by the radar 
operators.  The r ada r  was in high poivcr during this pass. So troubles w r e  en-  
countered in transferring the acquisition command t ( J  t h c  FPS- 16. 
CAL (Ver1ort)-On orbit 1 the radar acquired :tnd tracked the beacon sip31 
No data \vas furnished t k  comi)utcr since automatic angles and in passive mode. 
passive track on range was the operatkmil mode during this pass.  
On orbit 5 the radar  achieved automatic tr:icl; Cor ap1)roximately 31 seconds ,  
but the beacon faded out, and the radar lost tract;. 
track for 58 seconds. 
The radar went  into automatic 
The astronaut turned the be:icon off du r ing  this pass. 
- GYM (Ver1ort)-On orbit  1 thc M&O suiiet-visor reported that the beacon \vas 
very  good through PCA. 
nished the computer apprvximatcly 3 m i n u t e s  and 45 seconds of data during this pass .  
Phasing prohlems tvere encountered. hut the radar fur -  
On orbit 2 no automatic track was achieved. iiuii-ei-er. v e r y  ::eak signs1 re- 
turns were observed by the radar operators. 
On orbit 5 the radar  tracked excellently, and no difficulties were  encountered. 
"%e radar supplied 4 minutes and 18 seconds of data to  the computer. 
- WHS (FPS-l6)-0n orbit  1 the beacon signal !vas acquired in passive mode and 
w w  then lost. It was reacquired with Acq Aid and \vas tracked to the  end of the  f i rs t  
range interval. The beacon \vas illuniinatEn for ECL, (FPS-16) until they \\'ere r e d y  
for their  f i rs t ' range interval t r ack ,  at \vhIch time the t ransmit ter  \ v a s  turned off. 
The beacon signal \vas amplitude modulated during the pass and the frequency of the 
beacon appeared to be varying by =1 megacycle. 
pass .  
The radar track was good on this 
On orbit 2 the bcicon signal was acquired from the calculated space  point. 
The r ada r  tracked The r ada r  was phased and then the transmitter was turned on 
to the end of the first range interval. 
again observed 
The amplitude modulation on the beacon was 
On orbit 5 the beacon signal \\.'as acquired and a track w a s  made. T h p  cap- 
sule  did not come within the f i r s t  range internal of the r ada r ,  so no d a b  \vas avail- 
able to the computer on this pass.  
variation could have been due to the wobbulator. 
The JI&O superv isor  concluded that the amplitude 
- TEX (Ver1ort)-On orbit 1 the rad:ir operation \vas satisfactory.  The beacon 
signal,  as o b s e n e d  by the radar  opcrator.\vas good. Approximately 10 to 15 percent 
20 
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count down was observed when the EGL t ransmi t te r  tvas turned on.  
transponder frequency shifted approximately P megacycles immediately a f t e r  PCA. 
The beacon 
1 -  EGL (3iPQ-31)-0n orbit  1 the beacon signal \vas ohaerved approxirnatcly 2 
minutes before automatic lock-up could be achieved. 
equipment and could find no reason for  the delayed lock-up. 
Station personnel checked t h e  
On orbit 5 no r ada r  t rack  \vas achieved because of an AC power failure at the 
beginning of the pas s ,  and power did nct re turn  to normal until after the  pass .  
On reentry,  the r ada r  provided one minute of data to the computer. 'A 
problem was' encountered during the track when the r ada r  opera tors  inadvertently 
locked in at the wrong range interval. 
long. 
- H T V  (SPQ-8)*n orbit  5 the signal was  e r r a t i c  and difficult to gate. 
interference w a s  noted during the pass which caused loss o f  t rack for a sho r t  period 
of time. 
'Ihe error  ivas approximately 4 10K yards 
The beacon signal was.  reported to be e r r a t i c  during the pass.  
Some 
The radar achieved good solid automatic track from shortly a f te r  horizon 
until La. Approximately 5 minutes and G seconds of data. were  available to the 
computer. (This da ta  was not used. ) 
On orbit 6 the r ada r  did not make an automntic track. The beacon signal 
was observed as it was  trigge:ed by \VAT, but it was not stabie enough to get in 
the gate. 
- DMP (FPS-l6)-On orbit  5 the shipboard equipment operated satisfactorily 
-although the beacon on this pas s  appeared to count down and the skin presentation 
was poor. Approximately 1 minute and 5 seconds of data was available, but it was 
not used by the camputer at GSFC. 
On or:. : 6 the bQacon signal fluctuated wildly in amplitude and the skin 
return was near  noise level and fluctuating. 
received. 
Xpproximate.ly 36 seconds of data !vas 
However, this data a l so  was not-used a t  GSFC. 
- GBI (FPS-l6)-On orbit  1 the r ada r  t rack  \vas gcod. Signal \vas lost momen- 
tari ly on two occasions but was reacquired from look angles. 
3.2  TELEMETRY .\AD TINISG 
3 . 2 . 1  Introduction 
The telemetry system provides reception of the aeramedical data for d is -  
play of the astronaut 's  pulse, ,  respiration. E K C .  blood p res su re .  and hody tempera- 
ture. 
performance for use by the flight control team a t  each s i te .  
c ra f t  system quantities are displayed at t h c  flight control consoles. :dl dnta I T -  
ceived is recorded either on magnetic tape or on direct-\vriting oscillograph r e -  
corders. A timing system provides time m a r k  on a l l  records  for la te r  verification 
and a lso  provides time "tags" for the radar. d a t a  t:.:!rwmittetl t o  the cotnl)uters 
It also provides the reception and display uf data indicative o l  sp:icecl-:ift 
Although not all space-  
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TABLE 4. TELEMETRT M T A  
LORcrr. HI Rnr. HI Hnr.  
M o d c l  Mudal  Hudel 
I434 1415 I434 - - -  
N/A 07 47 
00 46 01 os 
03 00 0% bo 
03 01 1bJ7 
14 I6 21 u 
21 I f  28 32 
so00 30 16 
1 7  os 41 00 
0 0 4 9 2 1  00 5 6 2 9  
00.5412 01 03 I4 
01 0934 01 I705 
01 2541 01 31 57 
01 zI.44 01 33 49 
01 2946 01 36 44 
01 J224 0 1  38 00 
W I A  N, A 
N A  N.'A 
03 24 1037 I 0 0  100 
I40 
50 
150 
1UO 
110 
270 
90 
40 
125 
I65 
75 
I 0 0  100 
200 160 
175 80 
150 I50 
30 w 
105 155 
160 320 
w I 0 0  
20 20 
115 120 
I75 180 
60 M) 
1441 21 34 200 
21 n 28 2.3 150 
30 U8 38 29 I 5 0  
37 0 39 53 10 
004941 00 58 26 190 
00 5435 01 0 3  09 310 
OlOPJ8 01 I7 05 95 
01 15 54 01 31 57 I5 
01 2103 01 3319 125 
01 2P56 $ 1  36 43 170 
01  32 30 U I  38 uo 3 
CTN .~ 
CAL 
cry 
N( 
f f i L  - 
01 U 3 2  01 40 42 
01 34.U 01 1 9 1 5  
01 37 00 01 41 00 
01 36 59 0 1  44 19 
01 48 08 1 5 4  35 
01 5509 2 J I  SI 
02 04 30 02 I1 39 
O Z O l  26 02 16 IO 
02 D I4  0 2 3 2 0 9  
02 28 0 9  02 36 2? 
02 U 20 02 5015 
0 2 %  35 02 15 49 
02 58 39 03 05 59 
OJoQ29 0307 28 
OS OS 49 01 IO 27 
01 W 1 5  03 13 23 
N, A 
Y A  
S A  
01 J6 59 
I 48 33 
1 5 5  13 
02 05 44 
0 2  01 34 
02 3 29 
02 l d  16 
02 u 28 
O f  w53 
02 i a  41 
03 0 1  01 
03 OJ 59 
03% 10 
N,'A 
N/A 
X A  
01 44 16 
I 54 30 
2 U l  55 
02 11 36 
02 I6 06 
02 32 04 
02 J6 15 
02 50 IS 
0: 55 4a 
03 J5 50 
03 07 I8 
03 10 20 
03 13 ie  
CNV 
Gm 
cn 
rn 
m 
Mo 
220 
YUC 
W O H  
CIW 
UAW 
CAL 
G N  
n x  
LGL 
M 
80 
20 
45 
60 
210 
135 
10 
70 
40 
w 
I 2 0  
IO 
50 
I10 
20 
80 
I50 
105 
174 
w 
60 
BO 
100 
100 
40 
50 
80 
LO 
70 
75 
I10 
64 
55 
40 
50 
I 0 0  
50 
25 
50 
60 
8 
80 
I 1 0  
L B O  
175 
120 
60 
6a 
80 
55 
35 
-+: * 
CNV 
on 
n M  
lm 
"I. ., 
om 
01) 07 29 03 14 41 
03 08 00 03 14 52 
0 3 W W  03 1600 
03 10 29 03 17 44 
OS W 4 5  03 4913 
0157 15 0 4 9 5 0 9  
04 03 45 0407 23 
M-221* 042951 
0431 57 0 4 3 9 4 0  
0 4 3 4 3 6  041. 17 
0437 28 04 44 37 
W J 9 W  0 4 4 6  50 
I f A  N/A 
Y 'A N/A 
Y. A N A  
0 3  IO 36 03 I1 42 50 
OJ I 7  36 04 05 09 00 
04 04 24 04 07 I3 2E 
U4 22 54 04 2939 200 
0431 57 04 2940 50 
0434 39 34 11 I 1  130 
041736 044435 150 
04J5 43 04 46 45 15 
0 3 4 0 s ~  os 4903 IM 
50 
175 
55 
41 
154 
85 
90 
I25 
40 
50 50 
200 :so 
1s 75 
12 4u 
40 I 0 0  
80 100 
50 50 
I00 120 
21 n 
YUC 
wow 
UAW 
CAL 
G T Y  
TEX 
t c L  
oI.4052 OI48 28 
04 41 35 04 * ?  39 
0443 00 0 4 5 1  00 
04 44 47 04 50 0 9  
05 I4 I1 0 5  23 53 
0534 I4 U5 1 5  U4 
05 57 I 1  06 0 2  20 
06 05.39 06 I f  47 
0 6 0 8 1 5  OF 15 25 
W 13 45 06 1 9 3 0  
06 I I  04 06 l a  IO 
Y, A 
)Oh 
? ( A  
04 44 53 
05 IS 09 
05 Sd 24 
06 05 40 
06 nd 1 2  
06 I 1  u9 
06 I3  50 
H I A  
N/A  
Y*  A 
04 49 57 
05 21 49 
06 02 10 
00 12 47 
06 15 10 
06 18 I7 
06 19 29 
25 
14'0 
I I  
60 
70 
40 
10 
I nu 
25 25 
I 1 0  I IO 
6 7 
35 45 
00 70 
Bo 30 
Zoo I 0 0  
20 20 
25 
9 
60 
60 
20 
l a ,  
40 
so 
20 
40 
750 
20 
20 
15 
70 
u 
200 
35 
750 
50 
06 15 20 06 21 52 
06-1556 061139 
0 6 4 8  51 06 5- 44 
07 IS 40 07 22 06 
07 21 58 07 27 I9 
31 23 24 07 2 0  I9 
07 2400 07 31) 00 
074004 0 7 4 6  W 
07 42 00 07 18 38 
07 46 06 07 49 32 
w i n  w 06 24 06 
0131 57 0 7 3 6  w 
YIA 
' I A  
* A  
06 4Y314 
01 IS ,2 
Y A  
V P  
\ A  
07 11 29 
07 40 29 
01 42 17 
07 46 I2 
Y A  
N / A  
Yr A 
06  51 32 
07 22 W 
S A  
H A  
Y A  
01  36 09 
07  46 00 
07 4'. 32 
07 49 J l  
40 
30 
150 
400 
30 
Bo 
85 
I IO 
40 M 
40 40 
7W 4 w  
20 400 
40 30 
70 IO 
0 50 
123 so 
125 200 
*) 3u 
7% 275 
NO 400 
O b 3 2  28 08 40 59 
0 8  56 0 1  09 '10 44 
0 0 5 5  52 0937 49 
01) 57 00 09 UO 00 
08 40 I S  oa 5 5  45 
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3.2.2 Telemetry Performance 
Generally, a l l  s i tes  received signal from horizon to horizon, as w a s  the case 
during previous missions. 
apogce and perigee. 
Range of reception w a s  improved by higher than nominal 
(See Table 4 and Figure 3, which is inserted a t  the end of this 
I Section 3.) 
During the mission, no significant operator  or equipment malfunctions p re -  
vented any station from supporting mission monitoring and control. 
Decom power supply fuse problems a t  U'oomera and Lani ihar  were related 
"'he to a marginal condition caused by the addition of t!e DGC-2A gate generator. 
problem may have been aggravated by corroded fuse holders. This trouble had pre-  
viously occurred a t  Hawaii and California and action taken to distribute loading be- 
tween decom power supplies one and two. 
and decom cooling will be issued in the near  future. 
An E1 related to decom power supplies 
. Data sca t te r  as reported by summary  messages to MCC was generally within 
2 percent of full scale  meter  deflection. 
oxygen secondary, auto fuel, and manual fuel parameters .  
may be apparent by comparing the ground station data with the onboard tape data. 
Signal blackout w a s  apparent from 09:00:40 GET to 09:05:07 GET (Ground 
This was especially t rue with oxygen p r imary ,  
More valid conclusions 
Elapsed Time). 
3.2.3 Timing Ferformance 
Timing problems experienced duri!g the MA-8 mission were  very minor  in 
nature. Data se r i a l  decimal t ime and time monitoring capability were  quite adequate 
throughout the mission. 
3.3 AlR GROUND VOICE COMMUNICATIONS (HF AND UHF) 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The H F  and UIiF receiving and transmitting equiprnents permit  d i rec t  voice 
contact between the astronaut and the flight control team during passes  over  each 
successive s i te .  A patching arrangement permi ts  the Control Centep to monitor the 
jg-<&& spaceci.& cor,r,.~iica:foi;j dzring periods 
tracking s i te  
3 . 3 . 2  Performance 
is c.,.er 2 
For the network. the quality of A/C voice communications during the mipsion 
varied between poor and goad 
sively from 09: 49-09 GET to approximately 0 1 . j O : O O  GET with fair results noted on 
the ground 
to the scheduled H F  checks outlined in the flight plan. 
mit ter  system appeared to be preferred and wa.c used evtensively for  the remainder  
The capsule Y F  t m s m i t t e r  system was used e r ten-  
Numerous HF transmissions were made bv the astronaut in addition 
The capsule UHF trans-  
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of the flight. See Table 5 and Figure 4 and 5 for coverage information. 
age times were  slightly different from predicted nominal t imes.  
flight. hICC A/G coverage was extended by using the MCC-BDX remoting sys tem.  
Although not shown on the H F  and UHF cha r t s ,  Quito, Ascension, and Antigua did 
have A/G coverage. 
U H F  cover-  
As in the previous 
During the periods of time xhen  the A/G was t ransferred to the Goddard 
conference circui t ,  voice c;uality,.as monitored a t  JICC, varied f rom very poor to  
good. 
seve re  propagation conditions experienced on mission day. 
the HAW capsule communicator using the relay a i rc raf t  in the terminal  landing area. 
The astronaut  w a s  reading the tu\\! CapCom loud and clear, but the t ransmiss ions  
This communica- 
These results can probably be attr ibuted to both ground reception quality and 
A f t e r  blackout, communication was  established behveen the astronaut  and 
. 
' f rom the capsule as received by H.4W CapCom were  very noisy. 
tion link w a s  adequate for the HAW CapCom to communicate with the astronaut  from 
an altitude of 45,000 feet to recovery of the capsule. 
The power fai lure  at  California p r io r  to the fifth orbi t  prevented the California 
site from receiving any A/C transmissions during this orbit .  
sary for the CAL CapCom to transmit to the ast ronaut  in the hiind. 
This made it neces-  
3 . 4  COMNAhm 
Dual ground command systems \\.?re installed a t  specific remote  s i t e s ,  
which were  l isted in Table 1. 
cr i t ical  spacecraf t  functions such as abort and retrof i re .  
sys tem also employs a voice modulator that can be used as a voice back-up in the 
event both the H F  and U H F  voice systems are inoperative. 
These command s i tes  provide command back-up to 
The ground command 
A prel iminary evaluation of the data shoivs that all  command s i t e s  appeared 
to have slightly l e s s  command coverage than noticed on previous missions.  
1OKW command s i t e s  using the quadhelix antenna had an average of approximately 
45 percent bet ter  coverage above the 7 . 5  microvolt level than that of the 600 watt  
command s i tes .  Coverage became reliable a t  s1:mt ranges varying from 250 to 650 
nautical miles. This large rariance is believed to be caused by the spacecraf t  
antenna pattern aspect  angles changing \vhile the capsule !vas in drift ing flight. 
The 
- 
Five messages  .were transmitted to the comninnd s i tes  during the mission 
These changes compensated for the over-  to change the comm:ind handover plan. 
speed t ra jectory u hich al tered the best  function tirncs slightly more  than one minute 
by the time of  the l a s t  pass  over  PCS. 
A total of eleven functions \vert transmitted from t h e  command s i tes .  .All 
of the fucctions ivere received successfii!ly even though thtl t c l en ie tq  "R" and "L" 
cal ibrs t iors  f rom Cuxynias 011 the fcurth p a s s  \ \ere received ir,termittently due to 
low signal s t rengths .  
' 
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3 .5  BERMUDA REMOTING SYSTEM 
Minor system operations problems werc  encountered during ear ly  simula- 
tion exe rc i se s  due t o r r r a t i c  performance of the associated full period phone cir- 
cuits. Following a complete alignment on September 2 1 ,  1962, however, reliability 
of these circui ts  was satisfactory with only momentary signal drop-outs being noted. 
During the mission on October 3 .  no drop-outs w e r e  noted and composite levels 
va r i ed  over a range of 3 DB, but remained well within established limits. 
CapCom maintained transmission through the BDA A/G sys t em a t  dl t imes when 
the capsule was within. range of the BDA station. 
BDA during passes  1, 2 ,  and 3,  and r emote  command capability has available at 
all t imes during these passes.  
The Cape 
TLBI events were  received from 
. I  
The BDA remoting system w a s  not incapacitated at any time during the 
flight, and i t s  overall performance c a n  be evaluated as excellent. 
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4. GROUND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
This s e c t i o n  of the report was prepared from Project  Mercury 
Ground Conmunications I n i t i a l  Report on Observations During 
M A - 8  Mission, dated October 11, 1962, prepared by the Be l l  
Telephone Laboratories on behalf  of the Western E l e c t r i c  C o .  
4.1 GENERAL 
Coddard Space f l i gh t  Center is the communications center  for Project  Mercury. 
See Figure 6 at the end of this section for the network configuration. Vaice communi- 
cations circuits t ie together the communication center ,  the control cen ter ,  and the 
remote s i t e s ,  providing a direct  and rapid means of communications between them. 
Teletype circuits are utilized for flight control message traffic and for radar  data from 
radar tracking s i t e s  to the Goddard computers. 
All regular ,  par t - t ime,  and alternate circuits of the communications networks 
Critical coverage was in effect during the preflight were  in support  of the mission. 
countdown as well as for  the flight period. Observer coverage w a s  a t  GSC, MCC, LDN 
(London), HON (Honolulu), MUC, CYI, and ZZB. 
The following major  changes have been made in the communication facilities of 
the Mercury range since the MA-7 mission of May 24, 1962: 
a. '"he location of the Indian Ocean Ship COS) was moved to bet ter  s e rve  
a six-orbit mission. In i ts  new position, the pr imary path for voice and 
teletype communications w a s  via Z ZB. Alternate teletype communications 
w e r e  provided via  Bassendean, Australia. 
b. 
(WAT), were  located in the Pacific to aid in tracking after retrofire.  These 
ships  had both voice and teletype serv ice  by HF radio out of Hawaii with the 
WAT relaying the HTV radar  data inward to Honolulu. 
c. An additional ship,  the American Mariner,  was provided to t rack a f te r  
blackout. It also w a s  served by a teletype HF radio link to Hayaii. 
d. 
and re-equipped to serve  a s  the Pacific command ship (PCS). Voice and 
teletype se rv ice  w a s  provided by HF radio link to Hawaii. A b a c h p  link 
was a l so  available via Guam for T T Y  service. 
e. Voice capability w a s  added to the HON-CTN link, the LDS-KNO link, 
the KNO-ZZB link, and the ZZB-IOS link. 
age to all s i t e s  in the range. 
f. 
W o  additional tracking ships ,  the Huntsville (HTV) and the Watertown 
- -  The lo rmer  Ax wiw rrluved io a position n e ~  the ?hi!!ipi!x? h!X!ds 
This gave comple!c voice cover- 
AtWtions were also required and provided a t  the HON and LDS com- 
munication centers- to join the new serv ices  into the Mercury networks. 
g. A second €ION-GSC voice circui t  w a s  added to the network (par t - t ime)  
35 
to join the new voice links (CTS, PCS. LVAT, HTV, and D N P )  u i th  Goddard. 
h. Besides the addition of voice capability on the CTN-tIOS radio link, its 
performance was d s o  significantly improved by relocating its receiver  s i t e  
on the Hawaiian Islands and by providing a good t r m s m i s s i o n  facility from 
that point to the !ION communication center. 
i. 
se rv ice  for broadcasted messages generated a t  the s i t e s .  
to  improve the flexibility in handling broadcasted messages.  
A change in the te1et)lpe c i rcu i t iy  a t  Goddard w a s  made to improve the 
This was done 
4.2 RADIO PROPAGATION 
The high frequency radio l i n k  of the Mercury communications networks a r e  
subject to disturbances i n  transmission continuity due to variations in radio propaga- 
tion losses .  
very favorable and this h a s  been no smal l  factor in the success  of these missitms. 
The propagation perspective as assessed during the LIA-8 live countdown w a s  not op- 
t imist ic  ("-4) and yet,  not sufficiently serious for a hold to be called. 
experience,  however, during the flight period showed substantial propagation disturb- 
ance intervals particularly for the da\vn t ra :u i t iond  periods over the radio paths in 
the Pacific area.  
Fortunateiy, t ransmission returned solid short ly  in advancc of the vital re t rof i re  and 
recovery ope rations. 
The actual propagation experience during previous missions has been 
The subsequent 
Outages for the 10s. the PCS. and the tracking ships a e r e  reported. 
4.3 TELETYPE SYSTEM 
4.3.1 System Performance 
performance in properly preparing message headings, resulted in a generally sa t i s -  
factory operation of the overal l  teletype system. 
The overall performance of the circui ts  and equipment, coupled ivith the operator  
The teletype c i rcu i t s  in the nebvork provided serv ice  Continuity for mr)re than 
99 percentof  the total available circuit minutes of nc:v.urk time. 
c i rcu i t  minutes is the product of the number of circuits and the inission i engh in 
minutes. 
the ci rcui ts  serving the Pacific ships. 
4.3.2 Traffic Loading 
The total available 
The smal l  portion of circuit outage t ime reported, occur red  principally to 
The flow of teletype traffic throughout t h e  six orbits \ v a s  quite smooth. It has 
been found necessary to control the traffic on the ncbvork by doctrine and operating 
procedures regulating the offercd traffic. 
through previous live missions and a series of simulated missions. 
during the &¶A-8 that this attention to operating procetlures \vas fruitful because the 
network w3s , in general ,  neither overloaded nor underloxled. 
These controls have becn established 
It was evident 
36 
The monitoring capability a t  Goddard during this mission \vas improved to offer 
the opportunity for real- t ime assessment  of traffic flow and t ransmiss ion  delays on 
the teletype system. This permitted ;i compilation of the message t raff ic  loads and 
the delays cxpericnced to be prepared promptly at  the close of each simulated excr -  
c i se  and the live mission. 
a. 
flowing to the Mercury Control Center (IICC) a t  Cape Canaveral. 
87% had no delay at a l l ,  3'2 had slight delays of up to about thirty seconds, 
and 10% had delays not exceeding two minutes. 
b. In the outward direction to the s i t e s ,  there  were s o m e  7000 messages 
flowing on the network. Of these,  about 7 5 7  were not dclayed at al l ,  207, 
had slight delays of up to about 50 seconds,  4; up to  3 minutes, and 17, up 
to 6 minutes. 
c. There was ,  however, a period a t  the beginning of the sixth orbi t  when 
a heavy volume of offered trutl ic resulted in t ransmiss ion  delays,  some  in 
the order of 5 minutes. The sys tem quickly ahsorbcd this  backlog and w a s  
ag3in functioning on a rea l  t ime basis  within about 15 minutes. 
For the h1.l-b these stat is t ics  are as follows: 
In the inward direction, thcrc \vere sonic 300 messages  from the s i t e s ,  
Of these, 
4.4 RADAR DATA 
mir ty- two t ransmiss ions  of radar  data were  received from landbased s i tes  
during the s i x  orbi ts  of capsule  flight. 
characters .  
page monitors a t  Coddard shows a total of 47 errors. 
1 in 1330 charac te rs .  
These contained 1,865 l ines of data o r  63,410 
The count of the observed e r r o r s  as detected in examining the teletype 
The e r r o r  rate is approximately 
Radar data was a l so  received from tracking ships in the Pacific Recovery Area. 
The Watertown and the Huntsville had been deployed s o m e  two hundred miles apar t  to 
t r ack  durivg reentry. 
a binary form. 
The Huntsville deiivered its dsia yia the 'A 'zk r t~*~ . -~ .  Gcddctrc! muted t h e  t ransmission 
to CAL for processing into the standard Mercury r ada r  data format ,  and in this form 
it was returned to Goddard for  delivery to  the computer. 
cumbersome it se rved  its purpose as an expedient. 
computers  abreast of the capsule  progress  in near  rea l  t ime because the ships had to 
accumulate their  tapes f rom the full tracking sequence before re lease  to the t rans-  
mission lines. 
the binary code made thase  s ignals  appear as though garbl ing was occurr ing when 
viewed on a page printer.  
for all  the communications c a r r i e r s  on the route. 
These ships  delivered the i r  data in teletype cha rac t e r s ,  but in 
The transmission path was from the Watertoivn to IfON to Goddard. 
Though this operation was 
It was not possible to keep the 
Fur thermore ,  the nature of the teletype s i p d s  offered to the line in 
This feature hampers  monitoring and opera t ions  activit ies 
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The American Mariner  w a s  another tracking ship deployed to t rack a f te r  black- 
out. Lts data was also dispatched via HON but its d& format w a s  of st i l l  different form. 
This was delivered to the Goddard "C" computer for which a program had been prepared 
tb process  this data. 
by the Communications c a r r i e r s  along the route. 
The format was  usable for monitoring and servicing operations 
The communications links from these sh ips ,  though experiencing difficulties 
earlier in the mission, offered good transmission performance during the recovery 
interval. Examination of the teletype monitor printouts does not revbal any e r r o r s  
which can be  attributed to the transmission facilities. 
4.5 VOICE SYSTEM 
The p ~ r f o r m a n c e  of the Mercury ground voice communications network w a s  good 
during the hW-8. 
tion, 292 voice contacts were observed on the Goddard conference circuit. 
period only two unsatisfactory voice contacts were noted. 
proximately 16002 and PCS a t  approximately 19152. 
day/night transition period when propagation problems may have existed. 
During the 12 hour period between T-2:30 hours and mission termina- 
During this 
These were with 10s a t  ap- 
The outages occurred near  the 
For this repor t  voice contacts a r e  defined as continuous exchanges of information 
between MCC and remote s i t e  personnel. 
to the W d a r d  Conference Circuit was considered a s  one voice contact. 
The astronaut's air-to-ground \vhen patched 
4.6 * HIGH-SPEED DATA SYSTEAIS 
The performance of *e high-speed data systems between GSC and AICC as well 
as between GSC and BDA was very satisfactory. All t ransmission circui ts  bvere func- 
. tioning on the i r  assigned facilities, and the communication c a r r i e r  supplied cri t ical  
I coverage. 
the preflight countdown. 
No troubles were reported during the complete live mission period plus 
. 
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5. COMPUTER SYSTEM 
This section of the r e p o r t  was prepared from Cgmpul ipg  
Notes on Mercury Mission W-8, date1 October  lG, 1962; 
prepared by tke  Data Operations Branch of the MSFS3; . .  
CSFC. rcport  number X-S5G-62-173.  
5.1 INTRODUCTIOK 
The computing and communications center  a t  Goddard provides the required 
computing operarions during a mission and serves  as the communications link be- 
tween the r e r o t e  s ta t ions and the hIercury Control Center. a e r a t i n g  in para l le l ,  
two IBM 7090 computers  installed at Goddard determine powered flight t ra jectory 
pa rame te r s  and moment-to-moment positions of the spacecraft. They continuously 
predict  future spacecraf t  position and provide constant acquisitiou data for a l l  s i tes .  
The computers  also calculate for transmission to Cape Canaveral the quantities 
needed for display purposes.  
5.2 PERFORMANCE SUMhL4RY 
The countdown OF. MA-8 began a t  Goddard a t  04UOZ on Wednesday, October 
3, 1962. The in-house computer checks, in-house equipment checks,  interface 
(CSC, BDA, MCC) checks,  CADFISS roll call, and trajectory confidence runs al l  
went smoothly. One problem uncovered during the t ra jectory confidence run w a s  a 
sticky re lay in New York which permitted only four f rames  of Bermuda low-speed 
data to enter the computer.  
this time. 
circuit .  
This circuit  had checked out sat isfactor i ly  p r io r  to 
The difficulty w a s  repaired,  and a re t ransmission checked out the 
The only significant item that occurred during the countdo\vn \vas a bricf 
hold for the Can,ary Island Ver lor t  radar  caused by a problem in the magnetron 
driver uiit. 
ing data tc the computers  during the mission. 
Liftoff occurred  at 12: 15: 122.  ?he launch during the ear ly  s tages  \vas h i a h  
The d r i v e r  unit was replaced and the r ada r  then gave excellent track- 
in flight-path angle. BECO (booster engine cutoff) occurred ear ly  and SECO 
(sustainer engine cutoff) occurred late. 
the last 10 seconds before SECO. 
was indicated by all three  sources  of launch data (Burroughs/GE, IP-7090, and 
Bermuda). 
in a higher perigee and apogee than nominal. 
The Burroughs/GE source  H ~ S  noisy during 
A st rong computer-recommended G O  decision 
Insertion height and velocity were  higher than predicted and resulted 
In the orb i t  phase,  during the periods irhen the capsule C- and S-band 
beacons were  on, the tracking data received from the nchvurk s i res  was excellent. 
No usable sk in- t rack  data was received at the Goddard computers during the beacons- 
off period. Spacecraft  weight changes due to fuel usage were manually inser ted into 
the compuwrs.  
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Range ships equipped to provide tracking data to the Coddard computers  were  
used for the f i r s t  time a s  p a r t  of the network to support a Mercury flight. An analysis 
of the ship tracking data is now being made a t  Goddard and a report  will be available 
at a later date. During the &LA-d mission, no usable data in real t ime was received 
at the Goddard computers  from the Huntsville, Watertown, o r  American Mariner .  
The retrosequence time recommended by the Goddard computers  was 
Retrofire actually occurred  a t  21:06:40Z and re t rof i re  time was 21:07,10Z. 
21:07:11Z. 
puters was a latitude of 32'6" and a longitude of 174'32'W. 
3.2'5" and 1743 28.5'W. ) No reentry r ada r  data was used to refine the impact 
point. Since the spacec ra f t  landed so close to this poisition, apparently the space-  
c ra f t  achieved nominal retrofire conditions. 
The impact point prediction transmitted to ?,ICC from the Goddard com- 
(The actual IP was 
During the en t i re  mission the computers ,  the launch subsys tem,  and the 
high-speed lines between Goddard and SICC a l l  performed well. 
ing program functioned normally and auto-iatically. 
data indicates that the tracking and computing sys tem performed the i r  p r imary  tasks 
normally. 
The M A - 8  comput- 
A quick-look analysis of the 
5.3 PRELAUNCH PIMSE 
At 11:58:122 both computers were  loaded with the operational program and 
were  ready to cycle. At 11:59:OOZ, the "A" computer w a s  selected as the output 
computer and remained in this mode except for a few output cycles on the "Bt' com- 
puter in the third orbit. 
5.4 LAUNCH PHASE 
Liftoff was a t  12: 15: EZ, and injection was a t  12:21:40Z. All data sources- 
the B/GE, the IP-7090, and Bermudazindicated a strong GO condition. 
position and velocity vec tors  i re re  selected for  the orbit determination phase. 
' he  B/GE 
' 
The listing below sholvs that a total of 10 data messages and 6 TLhI mes-  
4 sages were  bad or missing on the B/GE lines during the time internal between 
liftoff and the end of the GO-Ivo GO; i5 data messages &-IC! 6 TLJ! messages '.?ere 
not valid over  the same  t ime interval on the IP-7090 lines. On the Bermuda high- 
speed l ines,  a l l  data transmitted bctween capsule separation plus hvo seconds and 
the receipt of the orbit-phase signal was valid except for the f i r s t  hvo transmissions.  
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Time Tag 
(*c. After 
Liftoff) 
17.96 
54.46 
158.96 
230.96 
302.96 
31.8 
104.2 
123.0 
140.2 
194.6 
212.6 
231.4 
267.0 
284.2 
303 .0  
320.0 
No. of Messages Missing or  Garbled 
- D a h  Telemetry 
B/CE 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 0 
0 
Total 10 6 
- 2 - 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
Total 15 
-
IP-7090 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
6 
-
Bermuda 
2 
The listing beloiv shows that the B/GE data became free of flags a t  T +  68. 96 
seconds and remained free of flags until 2 . 5  seconds after the termination of the 
un-c i i  L ~ s  u w - i - w  u w  I I I L V L \ ; ~ :  hi; e d e c i  iirree vr mvre  
seconds later than it actually did, the B/GE data ivould have become unreliable. 
' c - ~ x e  GO. appears *t.,.* ' r  *I. r n  \ r n  P A  - - A _ -  
B/GE Data Quality 
Time Tag 
(Sec. After 
Liftoff) 
68.96 
131.96 
Number of Flags 
Start  of flag-free data 
1 - 
1 
2 
329.96 
330,46 
333.96 (and continuously thereafter 4 
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Azusa data showed no bad data indicator bi ts  p r io r  to the end of the GO-NO 
GO, except near  liftoff when the selected source was being switched from FPS-16 
to Azusa and back to FPS-16. 
Azusa Time Tags of Vectors Containing 
B a d  Data Indicator 
12 .6  seconds - 14.6  secocds 
16 .2  - 20.6 
27 .8  
337.4 and intermittently thereafter. 
The Bermuda on-track bi ts  indicated that both FPS-16 and Verlor t  r ada r s  
were continuously on-track durmg the time interval between capsule  separat ion 
plus two seconds and the orbit-phase signal. 
and IP-7090 input lines. So posigrade TLXI was noted. However, three posigrades 
are locked into the Goddard launch program for computation of capsule  velocity 
after capsule separation. 
Table 6 shows the time tags of d i scre te  and T U 1  events for both the B/GE 
TABLE 6. LAUNCH PHASE EVENTS RECEIVED A T  CODDARD 
Event -
Liftoff (TLM message 
arrival time) 
Liftoff (Discrete message 
a r r iva l  ti me) 
Selected Source: 
FF'S- 16 
Azusa 
FPS- 16 
Azusa 
FPS- 16 
Azusa 
FPS- 16 
Azusa 
B/G E 
Booster Engine Cutoff 
Tower Separation 
Sustainer Engine Cutoff 
- A b o r t  Initiate 
Capsule Separation 
Orbit Phase 
Event Time 
B/CE Line IP-7090 Line Nominal Time 
12: 15: 12 .632  12: 15: 12. 5 8 2  
12: 15: 132 
Times shown below are time tags in seconds 
since liftoff: 
0 
12.6  
15. 0 
16.2 
21.0 
27 .8  
28 .2  
42.24 
68.96 69. 4 
126.46 
155. 46 153.4 
3 13.96 
315.96 316 .6  
318.96 319.4 
354.96 355.8 
129 .8  
153.0 
305.05 
307.05 
. 
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The resu l t s  of the GO-NO GO colnputations on B/GE and IP-7090 data and of the 
f i r s t  Bermuda solution a r e  shown in Table 7 .  Although the Bermuda resu l t s  appear to 
differ considerably from the other two sources .  the Bermuda solution uas based on the 
f i r s t  nine seconds of data  collected. Calculations showed that the Bermuda solution 
a t  the t ime when the orbi t  switch was thrown agreed very well with the actual orbit 
parameters .  . 
TABLE 7. RESULTS OF G G N O  GO COMPUTATIONS 
BDA -B/CE IP7090 
Number of Data Points 20 24 - 
Recommendation Go Go co 
12:3 1:52Z 12: 3 1 : 4 0 2  12: 28:07Z Ret ro  fi re 
Inertial Velocity (ft/sec) 25746.641 25762.007 25781.931 
Inertial Gamma (deg) 
V - V (ft/sec) 133.29003 116.24145 164.00903 
-0.028130888 -0.12050315 + O .  19156533 
a% go 
12: 20: 3 5 2  12: 20:352 12: 20: 3 6 2  Vector 
Str ip  cha r t  calculations indicated that the flight path angle reached a maximum 
of approximately 2 . 5  degrees  above nominal during the first  s tage boost. 
5.5 ORBIT PHASE 
The B/GE vec tors  gave a perigee of 87 nautical miles  and an apogee of 147.6 
nautical mi l e s ,  which is slightly higher than nominal. 
data was differentially cor rec ted ,  a higher apogee of 151.5 nautical miles  was indicated.) 
'The orbit was well es tabl ished when first-orbit  data from BDA. CYI, MUC and WOM 
were added to the computation. A t  no t ime was it necessary to over r ide  the computer 
decisions on rejection of r ada r  stations in orbit determination. 
orbi t  was attempted a f t e r  California reported in the third orbi t  (both S -  and C-band 
from correct ing a f te r  this point since all further data were below 10-degree elevation 
and a t  maximum range and would therefore only degrade the solution. 
(When the BDA low-speed r ada r  
No refinement of the 
beacons were turned off  ti! ?he fifth. srbi?). Bet' cornpte i s  maniia::y hiiiibiied 
Throughout the mission MCC requested manual insertion of capsule weight loss. 
. Also, impact a r e a s  w e r e  inserted to obtain time-to-fire re t rograde rockets. 
5.6  REENTRY PHASE 
The computer-recommended retrof i re  of 21:07: 1OZ w a s  inser ted in the "A" com- 
puter a t  21:08:09Z. 
21: 10:412 with the differential correction (DC) procedure manually inhibited. 
was to accept  the f i r s t  reporting reentry station and DC ic the "A" computer. 
second reporting station would be used in the "B" computer,  tllus giving independent im- 
The off-line computer w a s  entered into the reentry phase a t  
The plan 
The 
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site 
BDA 
B M  
MUC 
WOM 
WHS 
GYM 
T W  
EGL 
EC L 
C W  
BDA 
BDA 
MUC 
WOM 
HAW 
HAW 
CAL 
CAL 
WHS 
TEX 
ECL 
ECL 
CNV 
HAW 
HAW 
CAL 
CA L 
EC L 
SS1 
R T V  
HAW 
r r  2- 
- 
c n  
-
c n  
-
m uc 
w n8 
pdar 
16 
v 
v 
v 
16 
16 
V 
V 
16 
V 
16 
16 
v 9  
V 
v 
I6 
16 
V 
16 
v 
16 
V 
16 
V 
16 
V 
16 
V 
v 
P 
F 
F 
F 
v 
V 
V 
hte Station 
Total Valid 
oba. obs. 
43 43 
89 73 
82 57 
87 81 
62 38 
35 20 
68 39 
67 55 
39 39 
26 15 
57 14 
50 48 
6 
61  48 
89 75 
77 27 
I4 13 
4 1  30 
9 9 
51 43 
42 37 
63 49 
38 27 
13 11 
29 14 
66 62 
37 37 
32 16 
21 12 
39 0 
31 0 
31 0 
50 12 
58 49 
37 20 
61 34 
TABLE 8 . SUMMARY OF RADAR DATA AND COMPUTATlONS 
1: I 
.68 
.48  ' 
3.45 
1.27 
I. 26 
.I6 
. I 8  
.87 
.81  
.69 
.84 
.22 
1.15 
.25  
.43 
.42 
1.30 
.40 
i .4a  
'w.  Long 
i .  5 i  
Son- 
Valid 
a s .  
0 
16 
25 
6 
24 
15 
29 
12 
. O  
I 1  
43 
-
2 
3 
13 
14 
50 
1 
11 
0 
8 
5 
I4 
11 
2 
15 
4 
0 
16 
9 
39 
31  
31 
38 
9 
17 
17 
22 
4 
I1 3. 
-
- 
Ibs 
sud 
42 
45 
50 
38 
"0 
34 
48 
39 
10 
46 
38 
50 
27 
13 
9 
37 
45 
27 
14 
50 
37 
11 
- 
- 
-
lo  : 
34 I 1: 
7
Stan -
Range 
cy&! - 
62. j 
0 8 . 5  
13.4 
13.6 
6.57 
6 .  19 
50.9 
65.5 
8.82 
40.8 
5.5 
14.4 
102.8 
15.8 
16. 1 
16.2 
13.1 
14.7 
11.5 
99.2 
__. 
9.22 
4.52 
6.15 
6.02 
9.36 
7. w 
-
22.2 
19.4 
15.3 
65.7 
L a t l t U &  
rirnuth 
[mils) 
7 1  . ...
. I6 
.79 
.88  
. 16 
. I 7  
.. 05 
.. 81 . 19 
I .  I7 
.34 
.29 
1. 27 
:. 17 
1. 57 
. 16 
.29 
.67 
.69 
.20 
.67 
.54 
1.46 
.34 
.74 . 17 
.97 
.38 
- 
1.73 
2 .  I Y  
Id 174. 
2.45 
150.4 
150.4 
1.32 
150.4 
150.4 
15u. 4 
150.4 
150. 1 
150. I 
150.2 
150.2 
150.2 
150. 1 
150.1 
149.6 
150.0 
150.2 
- 
de 
- 
k r l g e C  
(3. M. ) -
b7. 0 
87.3 
86. 9 
Ud. 9 
87.0 
87.1 
87.1 
u7.1 
87.5 
87.0 
87.0 
87.0 
87.0 
87.2 
87.2 
- 
87.2 
87.1 
87.0 
87.3 
- 
- 
a-r 
cvh ___ 
I&. 57 
128.34 
b10.51 
130. 62 
!05.76 
19.31 
104. 53 
198.30 
53.32 
99.29 
98.51 
347. us 
151.88 
140.76 
141.87 
609.54 
38.45 
27.40 
23.76 
677.54 
529.88 
161.71 
-
-
- 
:;ea 
7.9318 
6.2671 
7.470u 
0.8168 
2. 1315 
0.5313 
0. us10 
0.2712 
0.5900 
0.5714 
0.9550 
0.4629 
1.501 
0.5204 
2.7172 
0.2570 
0.2307 
u. 1696 
2.5113 
6.2146 
1.2050 
2.2389 
- 
lo. of 
DC's 
1 
1 
I 
2 
1 
0. 
0.' 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0. 
I 
1 
2 
1 
- 
- 
- 
... -
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. 
pacts per station. This step ne-.er materialized sinctb the  \\'atertown d a ~ i  w a s  rejected, 
and the American Marinl?r data !vas not inserted into the computers. 
See Table 8 for  the quantity of radar (1at;i received. a summary of the  standard 
deviations of the low-speed rada r  data (which are above 3-degree clevatim),  the  L F  
and E7 corrections applied at  each site. and the number of DC's  applied Iter site. 
5.7 SC'hllIXRY O F  BERLI1'DA PERFORJIAXCE 
The Bermuda system functioned \vel1 during the >LA-8. It confirmed the Cape 
decision with a Solid GO indication. Since the beacon was turned off over Bermuda 
after the second pass,  Bermuda had no valid radar track after this pass. i\ listing of 
significant events follows: 
Liftoff 12: 15: 11 
First  Ve  r lort 12: 18:49 
Firs t  FPS-  16 12: 19: 11 
Firs t  corrrpu ted output 12: 19: 29 
Capsule separation 12:20:32 
First  GO-NO GO recommendation 12: 20:36 
Orbit parameters 12: 20: 44 
5 .8  SHIPS PERFORMANCE 
The Huntsville transmitted 67 data points in near real-time on orbit 5. Trans- 
mission w a s  interrupted by a power failure on the Watertown, which was acting in a re- 
lay capacity. This data w a s  not used in real-time. 
data had been used it irould have caused a position change of over 9000 yards and a 
velocity change of over 1000 feet/second in the  estimate of the orbit. 
Postflight tests showed that if  the 
. 
The eleven frames of American JIariner data received during orbit 5 does not 
fit the Mercury orbit. Eight of th,. points show a 3 degree  bias. 
On orbit 6 the Waterto\vn regained po\ver and w a s  able to supply I2 data points. 
Radar operator problems, according to a report from the Watertown, causeda range 
e r r o r  of 410,000 yard;, and t h i s  data was not usable. The American Mariner provided 
six data points on reentry. Off-line tests shoaed 
the reentry orbit would have been changed over 14,000 yards in position and over 400 
feet/second in velocity. 
This data was not used in real-time. 
Further investigation is under way k correlate all available information, and 
a comprehensive report of s h i p  performance will be made available. 
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6. EVALUATION OF TESTS 
6 . 1  NETWORK S D I U M T I O S S  
P r i o r  to MA-8 t he re  were SIX network simulations conducted to  p r e p a r e  the 
For a list of the s imula t ions  conductcd see the schedule network for the mission. 
in Section 2. 
The one-day miss ion  simulation (SCG 600) s t a r t ed  on September  25 and ended 
One prohlem compli- the next day. 
cated the test, i. e . ,  s i t e  acquisition and LOS t imes  on thc documcntatlon did not agree .  
Simulation personnel used times based on one vec tor  to tahulate da t a ,  and the computers  
at GSC used a different vec tor .  
Although this sirnulation identified a numher  of problems.  it a l s o  indicated 
In gene ra l ,  th i s  simulation went ex t remely  well. 
that  no major  problem areas exis t  for providing network suppor t  for a one-day mis -  
sion. A m o r e  complete report on  this t e s t  wil l  he  published l a t e r  
6.2 SYSTEM TESTS 
The readiness  of station equipment to suppor t  a miss ion  i s  detorrnined p r i m a r -  
ily by conducting'comprehensive t es t s  on each  subsys tem.  These  tests, known as Dey 
tailed System Tes t s  (DST'S) and Dricf System Tes ts  (BST's), are perforlncd dur ing  
specified pehods preceding a flight. DST's are conducted ahout 72 hours  p r i o r  to the 
miss ion  day, providing sufficient time for s i t e  personnel to correct def ic ienc ies ,  thus 
bringing the tracking equipment u p  to maximum per formance  s tandards .  
are conducted as a p a r t  of the mission countdown, and  the resulLc cl'nntrihutp to the net- 
work status information. 
The BST's 
Table 9 shows t e s t  value ave rages  obtained for the network. The corresponding  
minimum or h a x i m u m  l imi t  for e a c h  tcst is a l s o  given for compar ison .  
reported by s i t e s  not us ing  the s tandard  procedures  in the DST's w e r e  excluded from 
!he network-average computation. Also, r e su l t s  from Z L B ,  IOS, and PCS ivere not 
received in t ime for inclusion. It i s  worthwhile to  note that the n e t n a r k  as a whole met 
the DST/BST requi rement  for every subsystem evaluaied. Tne requ i r emen t s  or the 
DST/BST's appea r  to be  r ea l i s t i c ,  considering the fact  that ncnvork ave rages  do no t  
exceed the test l imi t s  grea t ly .  DSTJBST's used by C N V ,  GBI and CTI  do  not conform 
to the s a m e  procedures  as o the r  s i t e s  in the networ!:. 
Tes t  r e su l t s  
A few s i t e s  failed to mee t  requi rements  f o r  s o m e  of the DST c h e c k s ,  hut these 
w e r e  co r rec t ed  p r i o r  to the RST check. 
Large enough to  jeopardize successfu l  tr.3cking suppor t .  
In no ins tance ,  however.  was the dcficiency 
All  subsys t ems  except thc C-hand radar \\ere checked using rev ised  DST/UST 
procedures  (Issue 4). 
issue w e r e  changed, no valid comparison with the previous mi i s ions  c a n  he reaclily 
Dccausb many*of the pro'ccdurcs and requi rements  in the nc\v 
made. 
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The v a l u e s  of individual  tests as  t a k e n  Ii-om t h e  s i t c  r e p o r t s  are  g iven  in b a r  
g r a p h  f o r m  as Appendix X t o  t h i s  re1,ort. 
5.3 HIGH-SPEED D.-\T;\ TILA SS\I ISSIOS TfIST.  S C C -  1r;l 
T e s t  NCG-161 is n o r m a l l y  conducted  tu ice ;I \vcel;. It is desigwstl to  cllecl, t h e  
t e r m i n a t i n g  e q u i p m e n t  a t  Caiiaveral d:it;i select. B, C E  t,uIfer. IP tJuffer a n d  tlic U I U I ~ J -  
m e n t  a t  B e r m u d a .  
and the IBJI 7u9U c o m p u t e r s .  a t  Coddard are u s e t l  t o  chccl i  t h e  t r m s i n i s s i o n  ccluiiirncnt. 
To f u r t h e r  c h e c k  the  phone l ine s y s t e m ,  t h e  L C ~ I J  D B  s i g n a l  is \~ariecI - G D B  on the  C.ilJe 
c i r c u i t s  to a s s u r e  t h a t  t h e  l i n e s  a x  not ni:irgin:il. 
duc ted  on  S e p t e m b e r  5 and 11, 136'2. t h e  r e s u l t s  of n h i c h  :ire g iven  t ) e ! ( J \ C .  
S e p t e m b e r  5 
To p e r f o r m  t h e s e  c h e c k s  a ~ U J U [ )  o f  p rog rams  h a s  b e e n  c o n ? p i l e d .  
Pr ior  t o  l I . \ - h ,  th i s  t e s t  \ \as con-  
The B e r m u d a  c i r c u i t s  CI[JC'nted error-free d u r i n g  thc checkout .  A l~r(~l) lc i~i  \\'as 
found i n  the B e r m u d a  h igh-speed  t r a n s m i t t e r  d a b  line a m p l i f i e r .  
found to be out  of mechanic:il ad jus t inc~nt .  
t i m e  was not a v a i l a b l e .  
:\ I J h O t i J - C ~ l ~  \ vxs  
So r e r u n  \vas perfurii icd 1,cc:iuse c u n i p u t e r  
The B/GE high-spbed  cfatri l i n e s  northt)ountl 01JL'I.XtC'd error-free d u r i n g  the 
nominal  and  the 26 D B  leve l .  
w e l l  wit'h a n  o c c a s i o n a l  e r ro r  at the -6 D B  k v e I  i \ i t h  a "false COIli~JUter' \vord" p a t t e r n .  
A l l  o t h n r  p a t t e r n s  o p e r a t e d  error-free. 
The IP h i g h - s p e e d  d a b  l i n e s  nor thbound ~J~JL!i2tL!d v e r y  
Dur ing  ii~r southbound t r a n s m i s s i o n ,  :ill c i i ' cu i t s  (JpL!L.;lted error  free a t  the = G  
DB l eve l  on an "all ones"  p a t t e r n .  
S e p t e m b e r  11 
T h e  B e r m u d a  high s p e e d  daki c i rcc l i t s  cont inued t o  opcr:itc e r r o r - f p e e  d u r i n g  
the tests. No f a i l u r e s  ivere r e c v r d c d .  
The B/GE high-speed  lines nort ' ibound cq)er:ited e r ro r -  free :it the nominal  I G D D  
poin ts .  
which fai led o c c a s i o n a l l y  a t  the -& DB poin t .  
The IP l ines  o p e r a t e d  very  \vel1 \\.ith the  e x c e p t i o n  of the "al l  ones"  p a t t e r n  
A l l  f o u r  southbound c i r c u i t s  0pcr;~i~'Ci e r ru r - fwe  :it tlii. i i t i i i i i i i L i :  ~ i i d  t ' ; ~  T!; ET? 
leve l .  
T h e  c i r c u i t s  w e r e  o p e r a t i n g  v e r y  ne11 :17d tvere r e a d y  a t  this t i m e  t o  suill'ort a 
m i s s i o n .  
6. -1 CADFISS T E S T S  
CXDFISS (Coinputat ion And Datri Flow In tegra ted  S u b s y s t e m )  t e s t s  are d e s i g n e d  
t o  p r o v e  t h e  ab i l i ty  of t h e  coiTiI ,uter-rcI~i ted 11ai.t~ o f  t h e  Alercury s y s t e m  tu p c r f o r m  
t h e i r  func t ions  accuratcIy. These t c s w  a re  of t i v o  tj'lJCs: 
f l ight  t e s t s .  
s i t c  t e s t s  a n d  s i m u l a t e d  
T h e  s i t e  t e s t s  p r o v i d e  a brief c o n f i d e n c e  c h e c k  of thc r e a d i n e s s  of the  Alercury  
sys t em for an operational flight o r  for a simulated flight. 
they provide a means of determining the adequacy of sys t em maintenance w d  a M e a n s  
of finding areas of the system w h e r e  design improvements arc ru lu i r ed  o r  des i r ed .  
The resul ts  of many such t e s t s  can be used to de t e rmine  the rcliahil i ty of many pa r t s  
of the Mercury sys t em.  such as high-speed and lo\v-s~)eed ata  flow paths. 
\then used periodically.  
The simulated flight.t&sts exe rc i se  t h e  l l e r c u r y  nehrork under conditions that 
Tes t  input data as s i m i l a r  as possible to operational are as realistic as practicable.  
data are fed into the s y s t e m ,  and the resulting data  and data displays are c<Jm[lared 
with expected data. 
’henty-one CADFISS t e s t  runs ivere pcrformctd in support  of the >LA-b. Of 
these t e s t  runs, eight were  specifically s e t  up to t e s t  the fIuntsviIle and Watertmvn 
tracking ships.  4 
Listed below is a breakdo\r.n of these t e s t  runs:  
.September 22 
Run 1 - Tes t  with the HTV and LVAT 
Run 2 - Short roll  cal l  t e s t  
Run 3 - Radar data flow t e s t  
September 24 hlA-8 Recycled 
Run 1 - Test with the HTV and WXT 
September 25 One-D3y Mission Simulation 
Run 1 - Short roll  cal l  t e s t  
Run 2 - Short rol l  call--Reruns of CAL and &‘OM 
September 28 
Run 1 - Test with the H T V  and WAT 
Run 2 - Short io11 cal l  t e s t  
Run 3 - Short roll  call--Reruns of BDA, CYI, ‘A‘051, and G E I l  ’ 
October 1 
Runs 1 and 2 - T e s t  with the HTV and \VAT 
Run 3 - Short rol l  cal! t e s t  
Run 4 - Short roll call--Reruns of WHS and G Y l I  
Run 5 - Radar data  flow te s t  including IP, BDA, C.\L, and CY31 r e runs  
October 2 
Run 1 - Test  with HTV and \VAT 
October 3 hIis5:m Day 
Six CADFISS t e s t  runs ivere perfornied in support  of the ,\LA-8 launch-day 
countdown. These runs were 3s follavs: 
Run 1 - At T-300 minutes a radar  d a h  flow t e s €  ~ v 3 5  conducted \vith HTl’ and 
WAT, using the Point Xrguello IBl I  7090 computcr t o  r e fo rma t  the shil’ d a t i  f rom t h e  
Datex (binary) code to the l l e r c u r y  format. 
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Run 2 - At T-240 minutes a r a d a r  data flow test was conducted with H T V  :ind 
WAT, using the Point bIugu 7090 computer to r e fo rma t  the sh ip  data.from the Darex 
code to the Mercury format. 
Run 3 - At T-205 minutes a CADFISS s h o r t  roll  cal l  t e s t  with the en t i r e  Mercury 
network w a s  conducted usiag normal t e s t  l imits.  
Run 4 - At T-157 minutes a special CADFISS t e s t  was conducted with the IP7090 
computer and the CY1 r a d a r  and its associated per ipheral  equipment. 
Mercury radar s i t e s  except those of the Atlantic Missile Range. Extended CADFISS 
test limits were  used, except for those t e s t s  which failed during the CADFISS s h o r t  
roll call period. 
Run 6 - A t  T-22 minutes a special  CADFISS t e s t  was run with the CYI r a d a r  
Run 5 - At T-95 minutes a 'CADFISS radar data flow t e s t  was conducted with a l l  
and its associated per ipheral  equipment. 
A l l  CADFISS tests were  s tar ted on t ime without any Goddard computer troubles 
and finished in the allotted time in the countdown. Because of the s h o r t  t ime allowed 
f o r  training of HTV and WAT personnel,  the f i r s t  successfui data flow tests w e r e  not. 
performed with these ships until 15 hours p r i o r  to launch time. As a resul t  of these 
CADFISS t e s t s ,  with the exception of the sh ips ,  a high level of confidence was estab- 
lished that the Mercury network was able to-support  the mission. 
6 .5  DYNAMIC TESTS ON PhIR SHIPS 
Dynamic tests w e r e  conducted on the PMR tracking ships Watertown and 
Huntsville prior to MA-8. The follouing are the resul ts  of these t e s t s ,  which w e r e  
performed between August 23 an3 September 9: . 
August 23 
WAT - Data e r r o r s  of E h l .  2' AZ+2. z", SIRange +2366 yards .  
- H T V  - Pt. hlugu computer revealed high e r r o r s  on f i r s t  obseIvation. Dah was 
noisy, so no a d c a t i o n  was performed. 
August 24 
- HTV - Radar t e s t  resul ts  from film evaluation revealed a standard deviation of 
This t e s t  did not include interrace from the r a d a r  to computer rezdout. six mils. 
August 35 
WAT - Pt. illugu computed readout r e su l t s  were  the s a m e  as August 23. 
- H T V  - Pt. hlugu computer revealed high errors on first obsemation.  The data 
w a s  noisy,  SO no evaluation was performed. A film analysis confirmed the 6 mil  stand- 
ard deviation found on A u g u s t  34. 
August 23 
WAT - Range accuracy showed improvement ove r  data of August 23 and 25 from -
2366 yards  to 455 yards.  
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August 30 
- HTV and WAT - Study was performed on the effect of shipboard obstructions on 
data accuracy. 
would affect data accuracy. 
September 1 
3003AZ to  350' A Z  was found t o  be free of shipboard obstructions which 
- W A T -  Sensitivity tests perfcrmed with favorable resul ts  of AGAVE, T L X ,  and 
radar system. UHF sensit ivity was poor -- the trouble was located and repaired at 
a later date. 
HTV - Confidence check performed 011 all subsystems with favorable resul ts  -- -
sensitivity t e s E  only were performed. 
September 3 
H T V  - Dynamic tracking tests were performed resulting in errors aa follows: -
EL 0.2'. A 2  5.0'. Range -4000 yards to 72800 yards.  
September 5 
H T V  - Dynamic tracking tests revealed a marked improvement o*rer September 3 
tests. Results were as follows: EL 0. 2", A 2  0. 2', Range 237 yards.  
September 6 
- WAT - Dynamic tracking test revealed e r r o r s  as follows: 
E L  - A Z  Range Run -
3 *O. 14' io. 243 f45 yards 
4 *o. 15: ro. lo -167 f irCt~ 
. *o. Is0 io. 23 -243 yards 5 
6 10. lao *o. 16a i85 yarcts 
"TV - Dynamic tracking .tests revealed e r r o r s  a s  follows: -
- A Z  Range EL -Run .I_ 
2 +O. 18" -0.56' +465 yards 
3 +o. 2 2 O  -0.176 +462 yards 
+u. i& -0.53O +476 yards A ¶
+o. 1= -0. lr +445 yardg 5 
September 7 
WAT and E - Tracking tests a t  sea. Results were  as follows: -
A - z !2.%.!? E L  -WAT Rr;n - -  
l <  io. 72O  -0. 669 -157 yards 
2 50.5- +O; 60' - 102 yards 
3 ro. 5" +O. 78' - 118 yards 
4 50.5" +o. 73' - 132 yards 
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- A 2  !.Q€!lze E L  -H T V  Run -- 
1 +2.P +O. 76' +IO00 y a r d s  
2 +l. 0' +3.3O +652 y a r d s  
September  S 
WATand 
WAT- E L  +O. 2?, A 2  +O. 22'. Range 110 yards .  
HTV - EL +4. Z', A Z  +lo .  2'. Range 195 yards .  
- Dockside tracking test r e s u l t s  w e r e  as follows: - 
-
-
September  11 
HTV and K T -  Dockside tracking t e s t s  were run this date. Resul t s  were  as -
follows: 
HTV - E L  +O.  25", A Z  -0.350. Range +192 yards .  
WAT - E L  I 0.16', A 2  +O. 22, Range +135 yards .  
-
-
September  12 
H T V  - Tracking t e s t s  pe r fo rmed  at sea with the following results: EL +O. 22, -
A 2  +l. 0' Range +I85 yards .  
September  19 
DMP- Fly-by tests revealed only the capabili ty of the sh ip  to t r a c k  the C-band 
Refined testing could not be per formed due to  the proximity 
The t rack ing  tests performed on the €fTV and WAT ships  did not meet  3Iercury  
-
beacon and rece ive  TLM. 
of the MA-8 mission. 
requi rements  to a confidence level d e s i r e d  for 51.4-8. The DAIP sh ip  could not be 
thoroitghly tested due to lack  of t ime, but was commit ted  to hIA-8 suppor t  on the mer i t  
of past perfqrmance. 
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7. GENERAL TOPICS 
r. 
. 
7 .1  ECHO SIGHTING PLAN 
After  Goddard rece ived  the  liftoff t i m e ,  the Operations and Support Division 
made  compuh t ions  ;is to when and w h r r e  the Echo I balloon sa t e l l i t e  would be visible 
to the astronaut.  
telephone ca l l  and t r ansmi t t ed  f r o m  t h e r e  to the astronaut.  "At 14232, look at an 
az imuth  of 312' and a n  elevation 0: 83', which will o c c u r  over the  African Continent. 
A t  17302 look at a n  azimuth of 99' and an elevation of 9' which will o c c u r  o v e r  South 
Amer ica .  " 
The following information w a s  pas sed  to  the  Cape v i3  a long-distance 
No.attempts were made by the a s t ronau t  to see Echo a t  e i t h e r  t ime.  
Similar computations had been made  for JLZ-6 and MA-?. For MA-6. the t ime 
of liftoff was such  tha t  the  Echo sa t e l l i t e  w a s  not visible to the a s t ronau t  at  any  t ime 
dur ing  the flight. Dur ing  hIA-7,  the hvo pe r iods  of poss ib le  sighting w e r e  so sooti a f t e r  
liftoff and so c l o s e  to t i m e  of r e t ro f i r e ,  respec t ive ly ,  that  no a t tempt  was made  to pass 
the sighting t imes  on to the as t ronaut .  
Since there c a n  be no f i r m  provisions made  in the flight plan for the s igh t ing  
activity because  the s ight ing  pe r iods  a r e  e n t i r e l y  dependant upon liftoff t ime,  s o m e  
consideration should be given to u h e t h e r  the Echo sighting ca lcu la t ions  should be p e r -  
fo rmed  for fu ture  'miss ions .  
7.2 DOCUMENTATION 
A l l  documents  u s e d  in suppor t  of the  JW-8 miss ion  w e r e  genera l ly  good. The 
primary difficulty with docurnentation was the l a t eness  in a r r i v a l  on  site of the Data 
Acquisit ion Plan. One reason for th is  was the l a t e  publication and  d is t r ibu t ion  ciste. 
This  document i s  r e l eased  as late as poss ib le  p r i o r  to a mission in order to  get all of 
the l a s t  minute changes incorpora ted .  A s  a r e s u l t ,  if a miss ion  goes  on  schedule o r  
without much de lay ,  the Data Acquisition P lan  [vi11 not a r r i v e  at a l l  s i t e s  on t ime for 
p remiss ion  activity. T h e r e f o r e ,  i t  may be d e s i r a b l e  in the future to  have this docu- 
m e n t  published and d is t r ibu ted  e a r l i e r  even L!nugh mOie iSi's may b e  r equ i r ed  to in- 
c o r p o r a t e  l a s t  minute changes.  
During the p remiss ion  pe r iod ,  documents ivere updated by the i ssuance  of ISI's 
whenever  it became  n e c e s s a r y  to  make a change t o  a document. Hoxvever, the number  
of ISI's i s sued  were far l e s s  t h in  for previous miss ions .  This  in itself r e f l ec t s  an im-  
p rovemen t  in documentation ove r  earlicr mis s ions .  The 1 4  ISI's i s sued  p r i o r  to >LA-S 
are l i s ted  below. The IS1 messages identified by a n  a s t e r i s k  r e p r e s e n t  i t ems  that \\,ill 
be incorporated in thci npproprirtte nc tu~ork  document.  
1. Genera l  (Mission Sta tus)  
* 2. ' Changes t o  COP- 1 (Corn munication Operations P rocedure )  and FCH- 1 
(Flight Cont ro l le rs  tIandbook) 
3. Site manning 
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.* 4.  
. 5. 
* 6. 
* 7. 
8. 
9. 
16. 
11. 
12. 
I2A. 
* 13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
*21. 
*22. 
23. 
24. 
Changes t o  BST/'DST- i ( 1 6  
Ast ronau t  checkl i s t  ctlallgcs f o l .  SCIIR 20-1- IC; 
Changes to Data Acclu~sitlorl Plan 
Changes to BST, DST- 1 11 
Changes t o  Operations D l r c c t l v t :  61- 1 
Changes to D a t a  :\c(pI.sitio[l ['I:in 
Radar ship,  t racking  procedures  
Changes to Flight Pl;m iievislon "A" 
Changes to Mission R u l e s  
Changes to Niss ion  Itules 
Changes to Sctwork Count 
A/C s y s t e m  operation 
Changes to S E D R - ~ J ~ -  16 
Cor rec t ion  to IS1 15 
Changes t o  BST/DST- 11 1 
T i  11 ca l ibra t ions  
T i m e  s i n c c  rctro indication 
Event and clock levels 
Instrumentation refe rence fa i lure :  Em? rgency repor t ing  p rocedure  
Changes tu Data .Acquisition Plan 
Cor rec t ion  to  IS1 19 
Addition to  Flight Plan 
. 7.3 WALLOPS iSL\?iD PARTICIPXTIOS 
The Wallops Island Tra in ing  Si te  participn;cd in a pass ive  manner  dur ing  the 
hM-8 mission. 
subsystems were used .  and good data \yere rece ived  dur ing  the f i r s t  four orb i t s .  
Station personnel  rece ived  invaluable opera t iona l  training benefits  f rom this exe rc i se .  
The acquisit ion aid.  t e l emc t ry ,  t iming ,  and A/C communica t ions  
The acquis i t ion  sys t em status was green and functioned p rope r ly  throughout the 
mission. Good s igna l s  w e r e  received on the f i r s t  four  orbits for a total  t rack ing  t ime 
of 22 minutes  and 2 2  seconds .  A s u m m a r y  of the  acquisit ion a id  t racking  i s  shown below: 
EL -LOS ' A Z  
I_ E L  - - A 2  Orbit  Acq. 
1 12: 17:382 208. 1' 12:23:58L 106' 4O 
2 13: 50:22Z 3-12" 3 . 2  13: 57: 222 107= 1" 
3 15: 33:422 2 3 5 O  2' 15:30: 142 128' 4- 
4 15: 58: 202 230' 0= 17: 0 1: 4 9 2  171' lo 
The t e l eme t ry  shbsys t em operated sa t i s f ac to r i ly  throughout the m i s s i m  and had 
There u e r e  no malfunctions in the t e l eme t ry  sys-  a total cove rage  t ime  of 22 minutes.  
tem, but  the da ta  recorded  was affected by the malfunction in the t iming  s y s t e m ,  which 
is d i scussed  below. A s u m m a r y  of the minute-by-minute TLJI sign;il s t r eng th  i s  tabu- 
lated beloiv: 
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1st Pass 
2nd Pass 
3rd Pass 
4th Pass 
CMT Time 
12: 1 7 : U  (Acquisition) 
12: 18: 44 
12: 19:44 
12: 20: 44 
12:21:44 
12: 22: 33 
12: 23: 29 ( L a )  
13:50:20 (Acquisition) 
13:51:20 
13: 52: 20 
13: 53: 20 
13: 54: 20 
13: 55: 20 
13: 56: 'LO 
13:56:50 ( L a )  
15: 2 4 0 4  (Acquisition) 
15: 25:04 
15:26:04 
15: 27:04 
15: 28: 0.1 
15: 29: 04 
15:30:04 (LOS) 
1658: 22 (Acquisition) 
16: 59: 22 
17: 00: 2 1  
17:i)l:22 
17:01:46 (LOS) 
Signal Strength (microvolts) 
B2 - A 1  A? 
8 10 NA NA 
60 b0 NA . XA 
20 25 NA NA 
35 4 0  
55 75 NA NA 
25 30 NA NA 
3 4 NA NA 
B2 
6 4 3 3 
45 20 5 15 
50 5 7 18 
80 30 25 20 
75 40 35 20 
60 75 73 40 
7 20 7 19 
4 3 3 3 
BZ A 1  
3 3 1 3 60 15 
60 50 70 40 
79 18 8 7 
80 20 e0 8 
140 70 40 50 
120 20 60 25 
IO 6 4 3 
-E31 -
-9 1  -A 2  -A 1  -
- I31 - AS - -
- X I ' - A 2  .- B l  B" - __ 1.5 7 A 3 
30 3U 20 30 
85 3 5 40 50 . 
12 12 16 3 . 3  
6 3 4 . 5  3 
The timing system functioned satisfactorily during t h c  i n i s s i c j n  t\ .itii  ? ) n e  exccllti(ln. 
Postmission analysis of data cliscltlscd th:it the numcr ic . t l  !line in  tllc serial clccinlsl  u n i t  
(minutes) was recorded ;is a nlrmcrical eignt. 
plicing a &be in the decade countc'r (2: :iic binary t imc  cod^ ' "C ': lcratol'. 
This troul)le has h c n  c u r r c ~  tcd t>y re- 
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. 
HF communication reception was fairly good for the  first three orbits. 
Since the UHF communication equipment was on loan to Quito. ;i temporary 
receiver was improvised. However. only one UHF transmission was rccei\.ed. 
7 . 4  RF INTERFERESCE 
The fable on the opposite p:ige lists the RF inlcrferunce reports rcceived 
during the mission status petiods.  
. 
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8. DATA ASALYSIS 
A detailed analysis of the Nercury network data using the M A - 8  miss ion 
records  i s  being made and will be puhiished as an addendum to this report. This sup- 
plement will contain a more detailed analysis than has  been previously undertaken. It 
will  point out specific hrem where problems occurred and determine whether they were  
specific s i t e  problems o r  network problems. 
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. \ P P E N D I X  A 
SYSTEM TEST CHARTS 
The following charts  show the actual values recorded by the s i t e s  for  the Detailed 
System Tcsts  (DST's) and Brief System Tests  (BST's). 
The presentation gives the relationship between the actual measured values and 
By the established minimum o r  maximum limits given in the system t e s t  procedures.  
using these char t s ,  the overall  network condition can be readily seen since al l  applicable 
s i tes  are plotted on a single graph for a particular test. 
The char t s  are divided into two groups,  f i r s t  the DST's and then the BST's. The 
DST group contains network average values in the notes below each chart .  These averages 
can be of significant value in establishing a practical  norm for a par t icular  subsystem 
test. 
The j3ST group shows the values obtained from checks conducted during the 
countdown period. A par t  of each chart  is  headed "DST REWTION",  which indicates 
the amount of tes t  improvement or deterioration that occurred s ince the DST check was 
made. 
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